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P R E F A C E
Shrimps occupy a commanding position in the global market by- 
virtue of its ever increasing demand and competetive international 
prices* A major advantage of aquaculture is that production can be 
market oriented as against the production oriented marketing in 
capture fisheries, A proper understanding of consumer danand and 
the consumer*s attitudes is a major £ire-requisite in planning a 
viable a-uaculture production programme. The systems and technologies 
of farming to be adopted will also be governed by the nature of the 
market. It is also quite obvious that the quality and size at 
harvest, as well as the methods of processing depends very much 
cr. the niarket. The world market for shrimp has been doubled within 
t:i2 last 10 years and aquaculture race for shrimp has started 
vigoursly in many parts of the world. As the production increases 
the market is also expanding every year due to the increase indispen­
sable income of the consumers together with the increased rate of 
consump-ion. Commercial shrimp landing in the world is now reportedly 
stagnating at 1.7 million tonnes and the only alternate means of 
increasing production is to resort to shrimp culture.
Marketing is the key to aquaculture developments. The appro­
priate development of marketing should help the producer to get 
returns and the consumer to get the shrimp at a reasonable price.
The entire mechanism of aquaculture product marketing needs a change 
to ensure that farmers do not make distress sales at the time of 
harvest. Producers, especially small and marginal farmers by and 
large, are continued to be exploited by the middlemen. It is in
this background that the marketing study on aquaculture products 
have a significant role to play. Marketing co-operatives are 
bound to assume greater importance in the coming years in the context 
of increase in aquaculture production through the latest methods of 
highly intensive scientific Shrimp farming.
Seafood sector is growing into a raultiraillion dollar industry 
v;ith immense potential for the future. It is one of the fast moving 
commodity with persistent demand and high unit value* Cultured 
Ghrimps have opened a nev; frontier to tap high income market in many 
inaustrialised nations. The quality standards of the aquaculture 
products should be high incrder to fetch a better market price in 
the vorld trade.
Shrimp has been the "Prima donna” of Indian Fishery export 
since it contributes about 7k% of the value earned through marine 
products export. According; to the latest reports of the Marine 
Products Export Development Authority, 74393 M. tonnes of frozen 
shrimp were ex..’orte^ with a value of 1180 crores during 1992-93.
This accounts for 67% of the value of total marine products exports. 
India has also exported 85S7 K.tonnes of IQF prawns valuing 123 crores 
during 1992-93. At present India is exporting majority of its 
shrimps as Block frozen (85^) furm and IQF (14%) with minor 
quantities of dried and accelerated freeze dried products.
Like other shrimp suppliers, Indian scrimp Exporters also depend 
on the foreign markets like Japan, Western iiurope, and USA . 
Unfortunately in recent years our country is loosing her market share
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to China, Indonesia and Thailand* In the U5 market, Indian snrimp 
consists mostly of peeled products totalling about 75/0 of the 
quantity exported, Japan continued to be the larget buyer of Indian 
marine products, accounting for a share of 46% followed by Western 
Europe (29%) and USA (11%) during 1992-93. Singapore, Hong Kong, 
UAE, and other 5-olf countries are also growing markets for Indian 
fishery products. Prav;n exports have b^ e^n grov/ing steadily in 
recent years mainly due to increase in production from aquaculture, 
larger demand for Indian prav/ns in the export markets ano high unit 
value realisation. By increasing the production of ^inrimps tnrough 
aquaculture, India hopes to recip a prawn harvest of around one lakh 
tonnes by the end of this century. This v;ill be a major step in 
implementing many promotional end developmental programmes to attain 
"Blue Revolution".
Since India started scientific shrimp farming late, v^ e failed 
to cash-in on the lucrative shrimp market, during the eighties.
Indian aquaculture products are harvested from pollution free waters 
and they should fetch premium price in the world market. At present 
our aquaculture shrimps contributes to only of the total quantity 
of shrimp production. It is fortunate that our 1.3 million hectares 
of coastal inland waters in various states form an ideal 
environment for shrimp culture. However, at present we are utilizing 
only 70,000 hectares of brackish water areas with a total production 
of only 45,000 M.tonnes. Since most of this production comes from
traditional aquaculture practices, it yields only a low unit 
production per hectare.
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Eventhough India has a vast potential of utilizing various 
aquatic organisins like prawns, finfishes, seaweeds, crabs, lobsters, 
seacucumbers and molluscs, at present we are culturing oniy prawns 
and some finfishes. Penaeus indicus (vvHII-i) and P. monodon 
(t i g e r) are the two common species of shrimps that are widely 
utilized for aquaculture. They are the star performers both in 
the internal ana export markets. For the full exploitation of the 
marketing opportunity of these comfriercial species and to bridge 
the gap between demand and supply, shrimp farming has to be developed 
on a very large scale,
Kerala alone v/hich is the home state of the shrimp oriented 
seafood export industry is blessed with 65,000 ha. of bracKish 
v/ater of which only 15,000 ha, are utilized at present. Eventhough, 
Kerala produces 23'/- of total aquaculture .^rawns, the production 
per ha, is very low (500-600 kg/ha) because most of the farmers 
follov/ the traditional prawn filteration practices. The products 
from tnese farms are a mixture of different varieties of prawns and 
fishes c3nd the marketing is also much complicated than the 
scientific methods of farming. Although there has been a v/ide 
expansion of aquaculture in India not much res^rch work has been 
made about the marketing aspects of aquaculture products.
In the present study an attempt has been made to scan the 
domestic and export marketing of the aquaculture products. High 
prices are found to be one of the major constraints affecting the 
domestic consumption of cultured shrimps. An attempt has also been
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made to find out the problems faced by tne proc.ucGrs, inxer.r.ediaries 
and exporters in the raarketinr; of aquaculture products. Besides, 
an analysis of the present level of trade through different 
marketin^: channels of different farming systems, price spread at 
various stages of its movement and share of producer in consumer's 
rupee has been evaluated which will be helpful to formulate further 
strategies for the development of aquaculture Industry.
I wish to express my deep sense of gratitude to my supervising 
teacher Dr. R. Sathiadhas, Scientist (3.G.), Crlr^ rU. Cochin, for his 
constant advice, inspiring- guidance and v/hole hearted sup^ ..>ort, 
throughout the course of this study and in the preparation of the 
manuscript. I express my sincere thanks to Dr. P.o.rj.k James, 
Director, CHFRI. ^ochin for all tne facilities provided, I am much 
obliged to Dr. C. Suseelan, Senior Scientist, Officer Incharge of 
PGPM for his valuable suggestions and encouragement. I am thankful 
to Kr. A,A. Jayaprakash, Se:uester Incnarge for providing necessary 
facilities to carry out this work. I ajn grateful to 
Shri. K.K.P. Panikkar, Scientist (S.G) for his valuable suggestions.
I record my gratitude to Hr. A. Aboobacker, Wr. A. i^andakumar, 
Mr. John, Mr. C.G. Thomas and Mr. C.N Chandrasekharan,
Mr. Saiju Varghese for their timely help during the course of this 
investigation. I wish to express my sincere thanks to the Prawn 
farmers in Ernakulam District, Tuticorin , Nellore and Guntur 
in AnaraPradesh, My thanks are also to the staff members of 
Crustacean Division of CMFRI, staff members of frawn FaTning
and .'••iarketing Section of MPiiDA,
I have taken the help and co-operation of my seniors and
friends whose contribution I would like to acknov/leage gratefully.
To the ICAR I express my sincere thanks for providing the 
Junior Research Fellowship during the course of the study.
INTRODUCTION
The success of any aquaculture programme depends not only on 
increased production, but also on the existance of a well organised 
arc efficient marketing system (Shang. 199C). Fish has been a major 
source of animal protein with ever increasing demand. Capture fish­
eries have so far been the mainstay of fish production. But production 
from capture fisheries becomes more or less stagnant in several 
areas on account of exploitation reaching the maximum sustainable 
level or due to over exploitation. (Sukumaran. 1992). Therefore 
mere and more attention is now being given to fish production through 
aquaculture. Prawns are the single item in the basket of aquaculture 
products which accounts for more than 70% of the export earning from 
marine products, (Das 1991| Krishnan et al 1991, Umadevi et al 1993).
Universal taste, high unit value, short duration of crop, quick 
return on investment, persistent demand and fast expanding world 
market are the major attraction to take up shrimp culture in coastal 
ir.I.ets. According to the nature of the scientific management and 
inputs shrimp farming can be broadly classifed as traditional, exten­
sive, semi-intensive and intensive(Muthu_,1930, Santhana Krishnan,. 1992, 
Pillai, 1990). At present, over 50 countries undertake shrimp faraing 
on commercial scale and producing an estimated quantity of about 
7.3 lakh tonnes per annum (1990 - 92). Farm raised shrimp accounted 
for 2.196 of the total prawn catch of the world in 1981 which rose to 
26^ during 1989 and to 2896 during 1991-92 (Pillai, 1993). At present 
about &h% of the global aquaculture production comes from the Asian 
Region (Rhodes, 1993, Kungvankij (1985)* Alagarswami (1990).
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India has remained the leading shrimp producing and exporting 
zounzry in the world till recently, but due to the intensive adoption 
z f c'-ilture technology by a few south east Asian countries India has 
:eer rushed back to the fifth position (Santhana Krishnan, 1986),
Aquaculture production and marketing are very closely inter- 
lin-: = d. Efficient laarketing alongwith sufficient infrastructure 
lacill'ies to handle the products without perishability can ensure 
“'9 sustenance of aquaculture production in the long run,(Chidambaram 
'935). Amongst other marketing factors, role of intermediaries,
£.“ar~ of producer in consumer rupee and marketing e^q^enses in each 
iistribution channel are the major determinants which decide the 
ultlra-e profitability of any aquaculture project. (Gupta, 1985).
Zze ratner low level of production from traditional culture is 
Increasingly attracting fish farmers to extensive and semi-intensive 
lariLing, both of which require higher capital inputs and all farmers 
are not solvent enough to take up these methods, the aquaculture 
cper£”ion we have to continue at all three levels, (Shetty, 1992), 
lue zo the increasing demand of prawns in export market, extensive 
culr-ure practices have given way to semi-intensive or intensive 
svstejns in many parts of the country (Nasser, 1992).
Aquaculture plays a key role in bridging the yawning gap between 
zhe supply and demand in animal protein, in providing employment 
opportunities, international trade and in improving the co-operation 
aaong the developed and developing countries. The contribution of 
t'ze fisheries to the total e^q^orts from India is about 4% (Jakhar 1993)*
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Due to the declining trend of prawn catch from the sea, brackish- 
water prawn farming has immense scope to enhance shrimp production 
to meet the gap and to increase India's foreign exchange. India is 
one of the few countries in the world with rich natural resources 
for aquaculture.
The details regarding production and economics of the traditional 
culture systems were studied by George (1974/980) Gropalan et al.,1980, 
Purushan (1987), Sathiadhas et al (19S9), Ajith Kumar U990),
Jayagopal (1991), Nasser and Noble (1992). Shrimp farming has under­
gone rapid change from the age old traditional shrimp filteration 
practices to the highly advanced scientific farming with high produc­
tion rates. Now India ranks fifth among the countries producing 
shrimp through aquaculture in the world, with an estimated annual 
production of about 45,000 tonnes from 70, 000 ha* (19S2) with a 
unit production of about 643 kg/ha, (Rosenberry, 1993).
Marketing is an inportant aspect of aquaculture* But adequate 
attention was not given to this field till recently. However, in 
recent years few works are being done in the marketing aspects of 
fishery products. Bostock et al, (1992) have studied the production 
and marketing of Anchovies in Kanyakumari District. Recently F.A.O 
has published a detailed account of the marketing of aquaculture 
products (Shaw, 1986). Kusnadi et al (1990) has analysed structure, 
costs and margins of the marketing systems of common carps. The 
studies by Manwarihg and Romano (1990), Barnett and Andrews (1991), 
Ednoff (1992), Katiha and Chandra (1990), Ruello (1986) etc deals 
about the marketing problems and strategies of different aquaculture
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products. However, in India, only few works have been done on the 
Earketing of fishery products, Sathiadhas and Panikkar (1988) have 
Lade a study on marketing structure and price behaviour of marine 
fish in Tamilnadu, They have analysed the price spread of different 
commercially important fishes and determined the producers share in 
consumer rupee. Saxena (1970), Srivasthava et al, (1982) has studied 
"he price behaviour of Indian frozen shrimps in US market.
Indian Institute of Management (IIM) has conducted a detailed 
s'udy both for Inland and marine fish marketing in India.
(Srivasthava et al.,19S4). The study stressed the need for improvement 
in the fish marketing system. Sribhibhada (1985), Fatima (1989), 
Hosenberry (1992), have analysed the present status of the world 
shrimp markets of Japan, USA, EEC and some Asian markets and suggested 
quality control, better packaging and liberalised policies for 
improvement in exports. Since shrimp has dominated our seafood 
export industry, brack«ishwater shrimp culture has a crucial role to 
ireet the projected export level of Rs. 2,000 crores by 2,000 AD 
(Srivasthava, 1989). Internal and export marketing of freshwater 
prawns (Macrobrachium rosenbergii) studied by Liao D.S and Smith 
(1982, 1985)^ Sadanandan et al, (1992) indicated immense scope and 
potential for development. The preliminary aspects and requisitis 
of efficient fish marketing were given by Ramakrishnan (1980). Mud 
crab Scylla serrata. Pearl Spot, Milk fish. Mullets and Tilapia, 
are the other commercially important aquaculture products with high 
domestic demand.
Most of the brackishwater farmers follow prawn culture mainly
because of its demand in export market. The principle factors 
affecting the value of shrimp are size, quality, appealing colour 
and species preference. Size has always played an important role in 
determining prices to the producers and consumers. In the international 
market,WHITE (Penaeus indicus)and TIGER (Penaeus monodon)are ti:e 
high demand products from aquaculture, commanding a high price. Shrimp 
is graded in groups of sizes, expressed as count per pound (nc. of 
prawns per A54 gms). The headon raw materials are usually ccun-ed as 
different grades of count per Kg. According to Michael (19c7; fish 
marketing is a function of a group of activities namely resear:::^ , 
public advertising and sales promotion, designed to move a proi^ct 
from the fish farmer to the final consumer. Quality, quantity =.nd 
supply regularity are the demanding criteria to be met in any marketing 
system*
As per the existing system of management the fish farmers .n 
India, are said to be suffered by way of not getting the iue zT .ze  
for their products. The producers deserve a legitimate sr.are the 
consumer rupee. Japan, V/estem Europe & USA, are still ccntir.ui.ng 
as the major consumers of aquaculture products (Nambiar, ^59C,H=.iga 
and Franssu, 1992, Filose, 1992, Fatima, 1990 and 1992; Fracisu^
1992, Sukumaran, 1992,. Kano 1990, Blake 1992, Ikeda 1992, Jai^ is.son 
1953). The perishable nature of prawns and fishes, seascnaliTy of 
its production and the long distance between the producer and 
consumer markets are some of the important factors which rsquirr 
attention while assessing the marketing channels of fisher:-' prciuctSo
Sathiadhas, (1933) has emphasised the needs for proper grazings
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weighing and quality control in fish marketing system. As the 
marketing functions like pooling, sorting, packing, transportation 
and freight to consumers located at well spreadout far off foreign 
markets become important, the forms of marketing channels become 
more complex (Srivastava, 1985).
Apart from shrimps, there are many other items like pearls, 
lobsters (Rao, 1985, Radhakrishnan 1993, Sarvaiya 1957), edible 
molluscs, seaweeds, crabs and finfishes v/hich hold high export 
potential requiring further product diversification to increase our 
exports. Meanwhile our domestic market for the shrimp products 
have not yet been adequately developed*
Chidambaram (1975) has emphasized the need to make consumer 
packs of prawn products because at present Indian frozen shrimps are 
packed and exported in 5 lb or 2 kg blocks. These are normally the 
industrial or institutional packs which are just raw materials for 
reprocessing and repacking, from the Western Europe markets. Among 
the frozen shrimps, both block frozen products and Individual Quick 
frozen products (IQF) are exported in either of the following forms, 
(a) Headon (b) Headless-shellon (HL), (c) Peeled and deveined (PD), 
(d) Peeled and undevemed (PUD), and (e) Cooked and Frozen products. 
Shrimp grades are classifed based on their individual weights and 
number of prawns per 454 gms (1 pound) and this is the usual grading 
methods in the international markets.
Due to the high demand of prawns in the export market, about 
95% of the aquaculture shrimps in India are processed and exported
-  12  -
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to about 70 foreign countries. Only 59^  of the brackishwater 
aquaculture prawns, which are mainly of small size and uneconomic 
species, are reaching the domestic market. These small varieties 
cf prawns fetches hardly 25% of the actual export unit price. The 
domestic marketing of aquaculture products consists of small crabs 
and some finfishes like Mullets, Pearl spot^Milk fish^tilapia etc. 
Swamy, (1991) has stated that the demand for fishery products in the 
developed countries is fast expanding because of health consideration, 
but the demand for prawns in the domestic markets of developing 
countries are not much attractive as middle class people are not 
affordable to purchase pravms due to its high prices, Sathiadhas 
(1991) has stated that the price behaviour of fish in the internal 
market is mainly characterised by wide fluctuations at all stages of 
transactions due to the high variation in its short run supply.
In the domestic marketing system of aquaculture products, the 
supply of fish and prawns to interior places is highly restricted.
The per capita consumption of fish in a coastal belt of 16 km is 
nine times that of.for the whole country (Govindan, 1976). The 
cultured finfishes are reaching the nearby local markets through 
intermediaries. Regarding fish marketing there has been no regulation 
even in major markets which usually helps only the middlemen 
(Sathiadhas, 1991). The domestic market will always provide sufficient 
cushion to the industry whenever there is a set back in the export 
market. At present our domestic markets are not yet adequately 
developed for the frozen prawn products (Chidambaram, 1975).
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Packaging plays a very important role in preserving the quality 
of the aquaculture products. An attractive,appealing^eye-pleasing 
packaging plays a very vital role in sales of the products. Some 
times even though the quality of the product is high, seafood loose 
the market due to poor packing (Gautam, 1995). To exporters packaging 
is a means of ensuring the delivery of the product in good condition 
“ 0 end users at minimum overall cost. To consumers, the package is 
'he product. Factors which need to be taken into account during the 
selection process include adequate protection of the product, availa­
bility of the packaging material, ease of packaging operation, suita­
bility of the pack for long distance transport and display features 
of the pack (Sirilak, 1989)*
Ram Varma (1993) has stated that diversified and value added 
products like IQF can achieve a major breakthrough in the international 
market. At present India is exporting value added products like 
headless shrimp (HL), PD & PUD (Gopakumar, 1993). The mud crab,
Scylla serata has always been a popular item among seafood lovers.
There is a flourishing international trade in these live crustacean 
in some southeast Asian countries like Singapore, Malaysia, Hong Kong, 
and Japan. Crab fattening is a recently evolved profitable method 
of short term aquaculture to meet the demand of the top quality *mud* 
variety of crabs.
Depending on the time taken in transport, the fishery products 
are suitably iced, packed in insulated containers and transported.
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Krishna Rao (1986) has worked out the unit cost of air transport 
of fresh fish to distant domestic markets and stated that the major 
areas of concentration are the use of less expensive containers and 
application of less quantities of ice. Shrimp is probably the 
species with most potential for the development of a value added 
industry in developing countries (Josupeit, 1992).
Since the sustenance and success of growing aquaculture industry 
in India is highly depending on the ever expanding International 
competitive market, the present study was carried out with the 
following objectives,
(1) To review the overall production and marketing 
trend of aquaculture products*
(2) To identify the different marketing channels and to 
analyse the comparative marketing expenses and marketing 
margins of aquaculture products,
(3) To carry out a comprehensive study on price spread for 
commercially important varieties of cultured shrimps and 
to estimate the share of producers and intermediaries
in consumers rupee,
(4) To find out the inter-relationship between prices at 
different levels of the marketing system.
A h k ^  ^  Z k ^
Aquaculture technology and Its marketing differs from region to 
region. Different farmers follow either of the traditional or scienti­
fic method of aquaculture and they market the products through 
different marketing channels according to their convenience and prefere­
nce. At present Kerala alone contributes to about 20% of the total 
area under brackish water aquaculture and produces about 2k% of the 
:uar)tity. However, this contribution is mainly from the traditional 
prav.n filteration practices, mostly distributed in Srnakulam District 
although some extensive farms have also come up recently. The present 
jtudy on marketing channels were based on the information collected 
from varicus types of farms under seasonal, perennial, extensive and 
semi-intensive systems. The prawn farms were classified into the 
above four categories based on 12 different parameters as given in 
Appendix-A.
a n d  C ' O V i R A G i  O F  S T U D Y
As the seasonal farms have the most diversified complex marketing 
channels, 20 seasonal farms and 10 perennial farms were randomly 
selected representing different coastal villages of Ernakulam District. 
Ten extensive farms were selected from various representative regions 
like Kannamaly and Chellanam. Data were also collected from Ten 
commercial semi-intensive farms of Nellore and Guntur in Andhra Pradesh 
and Tuticorin in Tamilnadu. Information from 20 intermediaries 
representing peeling shed agents, pre-processing centres, commission 
Agents, Pre-harvest contractors etc., has also been collected. Ten 
processing centres and ten exporting units were selected from Cochin
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region. Ten local markets in Ernakulam District such as Kaloor, 
T'hevara, Edapally, iirnakulam. North Paravoor, Narakkal, Kalamessery, 
Aluva, Angamaly and Perumbavoor were also selected to collect 
information on domestic marketing.
R A 1  A C O L L E C T I O N
Secondary data regarding total marine products exports and 
contribution of capture and culture fisheries in total production 
were collected from the reports of MPEDA and CMFPwI.
Primary data were collected from 100 saiUples representing 
producers, marketing intermediaries and consumers at difierent stages 
of export and domestic marketing channels. Three types of schedules 
were prepared, pre-tested and used for data collection regarding price, 
transportation cost and other marketing expenses of aquaculture 
products at various points of different identified raarkezing channels.
Schedule-I; This schedule was common for all type of prawn 
farming practices to gather information from the producers. It 
provided information about the type of farming cost of inputs, 
production details, prevalent marketing channels and price 
received for each specific count of the raw materials (Appendix-B).
Schedule-II; It was specific to collect information on marketing 
costs from pre-proccessing centres, peeling-shed agents, commission 
agents, wholesalers and other intermediaries who are involved 
in the marketing of aquaculture products. Data on marketing 
expenses of different grades of raw material, semi-processed 
products, peeling charges and transportation, are collected through 
this schedule, (Appendix-C)
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Schedule-III; This was used to collect data from the processing 
centres and export units to get information regarding the price 
at different levels of processing and e^roorts. It also provides 
information on the processing and marketing costs of 
exporters (Appendix-D),
In the international markets, traders use various trade names 
instead of the scientific and local names. The following are some of 
trade names of commercially important prawns exported from India.
TRADE NAMES OF COMI-IERCIALLY IKiPGRTANT t^ RAVrWS
c-
l\Z»
POPULAR/COi-KON m m  SCIENTIFIC NAiME TRADE NAi'iE
• » Indian White Prawn Penaeus indicus V/HITE
2 , Jumbo Tiger Prawn Penaeus monodon TIGER
■2 ^ • Green Tiger Prawn Penaeus semisulcatus FLOWER
A. Banana ft’awn Penaeus mereuensis BANANA
C 
^ • Flower Tail Shrimp Metaoenaeus dobsoni BRO\^
6. Speckled prawn Metapenaeus monoceros BROWN
7. Jinga Prawn Metapenaeus affinis KING PRAWN
6 . Kiddi Prawn Parapenaepsis stvlifera MARINE SHRIMl
c ^ Paste shrimp Acetes indicus JAWALA
1C. River Prawn Macrobrachium rosenbereii SCAI4PI
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ABBRE'vUTIONS AND TRADE TERi^'IS IN EXPORT MAPJCETING
1 o HL Headless-shell on shrimp products
2. PD Peeled and Deveined shrimp
3. PUD Peeled and Undeveined shrimp
A. BUTTERFLY HL Shrimp with meat split open
5. PRIME Price Indicator of Marine Product Exports (weekly)
6, Count/kg Grading method for headon raw material (No./kg)
7. Count/lb Grading method for Headless shrimp (No./454gm)
8. FOB Free on Board Price
9. GIF Cost Including Freight Price
10. IQF Individual Quick Frozen Product
ANALYSIS AND IKTSRPRKTATION
In the International market, shrimps are graded based on their 
size and weight. The commercial varities, ^HITE and TIGER are graded 
into 10-12 grades based on the number of Headless tail pieces per 
pound. However, as aquaculture shrimps belong to a uniform medium 
size grade of range between 10-20 gm for WHITE and 10-30 gm of TIGER, 
only 6 grades of WHITE, 6 grades of TIGER and 3 grades of BROVTN were 
selected. The price for each grade is given in US dollars per Kg.
For the convenience and uniformity of the present study these rates 
were converted into rupees per kg based on the dollar exchange rate 
of August 1993. (Rs. 31.25 = 1 US^)
The aquaculture products expecially shrimps undergoes lot of 
changes during peeling and processing. The headon raw material is
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converted Into either Headless (HL) product by removing the Head 
(35^) or into Peeled and UnDeveined (PUD) and Peeled and Deveined 
(?D) products by removing Head, Shell and the gut contents (5096)*
A*: various stages of the marketing system a unit weight of shrimp 
undergoes considerable weight loss and corresponding price increase, 
maintain uniformity in prices the '‘would be" prices of the raw 
r.r^erials vithout change of form v/ere worked out and presented 
tnroughout the analysis* (Table 1 )
?ra\nT.2 from scientific farms belongs to almost uniform size 
vr.ere as zr.e prawns from traditional ponds are a mixture of different 
species ar.d various size grades of the same species.
Export quality prawns are graded based on their size, weight and 
cualiTy, An inter-relation between the number of culture days, weight 
ci individual shrimp (White and Tiger) their corresponding price and 
grade was prepared for the present study. The grading system of the 
raw material (Number of pravvTis per kilogram) were maintained 
throughout the study.
LomeSvic market products were graded into 2-3 groups based on 
their size. Finfishes like Etroplus, mullets, Tilapia and Kilkfish 
were graded into more than 2 categories and other finfishes were listed 
as single aiscellaneous variety.
Further an enquiry into the marketing of value added products 
cz' pra’.vns and other aquacxxlture products like live crab escort, edible 
oyster and pearl oyster which are gaining importance in recent years, 
are also been included in the present study.
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Suitable econometric and statistical tools were used in the 
analysis of data,
(I) The gross marketing margin and share of producer in consumer 
rupee and share of intermediaries were worked out by using the 
following formulae
(a) Gross marketing margin (GiM) = CP - PP
(b) % of marketing margin = CP - PP X  
CP
100
(c) % share of producer in consumer rupee = PP X  100 
CP
(d) % of pre-processors margin = PPP - PP X  100
CP
(e) % of processors margin B PRP - PPP 
CP
X  100
(f) % of exporters margin as £XP - PRP X  100
CP
where
CP - Consumer Price
PP - Producer's Price
PPP - Pre-processors Price
PRP - Processors Price
EXP - Ejq)orter*s Price
(II) For calculating the weighted average price of the raw material 
from the price of the processed products and waste, the following 
simple mathematical relationship was applied.
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^  , PHL X  WHL + PHW X  WHW
Pwi = - ■
WHL + WHW
vnsre
Pwi - Wei^ted average price of raw material
PHL - Price of Headless shrimp
PHW - Price of Head waste
WHL - Weight for Headless shrimp
WHW - Weight for Head waste
i - Channel numbers 1-5
All the varieties of aquaculture products covered under 
the present study were divided into 2 main categories (a) Prawns 
and live crabs moving in the export marketing channel and (b) Fin- 
fishes and small crabs moving in the domestic marketing channel.
T A B L E. I
CONVEKSIOK TABLK (Headon Raw Material to Headless Product)
Headon Headless Headless Yield Producer GIF price 
grade wt/shrimp grade Factor Price HL Product 
Ccunt/kg Cgm) Count/lb) (te./kg) (te./kg)
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.6£J
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■ ,6(j 
. 6!) 
,64 
.63
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FIG .1
MAP SHOWING AREA OF SURVEY - D?NAKULftM OISTftlCr
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Production and Marketing of Aquaculture Products - an overview
Marketing structure explains the over all distribution 
pattern of all varieties of aquaculture products and the role of 
each agency involved in the movement of the product. The flow 
of aquaculture products can be broadly divided into tv70 categories 
depending on the ultimate destination of the product* High unit 
value products like prawns are reaching the export market and the 
low unit value products like finishes and small crabs reach the 
domestic market.
Aquaculture shrimps contribute only 13-15% of the total shrimp 
production. But its exact contribution to our prawn exports is yet 
to be well established. This is mainly because of the gradual 
mixing of capture and culture prawns at various stages of the 
marketing system. The present growth rates of total marine products 
and contribution of shrimps are listed in Table 2. During the 
last 20 years our total marine product export has increased nearly 
6 times from 35,523 tonnes (1971-72) to 2#08,602 tonnes (1992-93).
In terms of value, it was only 44.5 crores in 1971 and it has 
increased to 40 times in the current financial year (1767.63 crores), 
The average unit value has also increased almost 7 times from 
just 12.54/Kg. to Rs. 84.72/Kg. Till 1991, shrimps contributed a 
share of 70-80% of the total foreign exchange earning from marine 
products of value and 50-60% in terms of quantity. However a 
major noticable change in 1992-93 is that shrimps contributed to 
only about 35% of the quantity and 66% in value. This is mainly
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TABLE : 2
rxroHT OF z'c-.iA'i 7r.ni:i!: p-O'■' V.7:; r c yrr.-:: (i*7;-7? —  iq 2^>9?
rOi’AL ka :•iiis p;>0Di»cr5 "xroi-rs S.'IRI. p r:xrop>TS cha^'e
of;
chrlrr,r>s( V D l i J f i  ^
V3 ir Iuant,ity
(tonnes)
Value
(crores)
Unit Value 
lioAg )
juon-hii;v 
( ton :es)
Value
(crnrea
•T.it
V -lu -
(nsAg)
11971-72 35,a23 44.55 12.54 231D1 31 .34 13.52 70
; 1972-73 32,503 59.72 15.35 30550 50.88 16.65 841
| l'73 -74 52.279 8 9 .5 1 17.12 35P.95 05 .81 15.33 73
i1574-75 45,099 68 .41 15.17 34361 6 3 .7 3 15.54 83
■!ie~s-7e 54, .163 124 .53 22.86 46331 94 .34 20.14 75
: I 5TG-77 66,750 139.12 28.33 47952 160.64 23.50 84
i1577-78 65,967 1 80 .95 27.43 47239 156.22 32.07 86
; ir?5-79 S6,D9'3 234.62 27.00 51223 179.06 34.96 76 i
•1279-00 66,401 248 .82 28.80 53511 223.13 41.70 89 1
75595 234 .84 31.07 5135G 201.78 45.19 86
i ? ; i - : 2 70,105 28C.01 40.00 52180 247 .94 62.37 86 - j
i:3 2 -S 3 7S, 175 361 ,36 46.22 55002 316-15 65.49 87
;lv23-34 92,691 373.02 40.24 54444 314.81 € < , 1 0 84 i
:i53-;-25 86,187 384.29 44.59 55398 329,69 71.23 86 j
1
; 1535-86 83,651 398.00 47.58 50349 329.81 74.23 83 1
UvBG-£7 eS,843 460.67 53.66 40203 377.93 75.81
i
82
11387-38 97,179 5 31 .20 54.66 55736 425 .78 76.39 8C .
1
!19Q8.89 99,777 597 .85 59.92 50835 470.33 82.75 79
il9S9-90 ia.0,843 634 .99 57.29 57R19 463.31 8C.13 73
1990-91 139,419 893 .37 64.08 62395 663 .33 106.31 74
199:-92 171,820 1 375 .80 80.08 76151 979.12 128.58 71
1992-93 208,602 1767.43 84.72 74393 1180.26 15C.65 66
Source — MPLJDA*
because of slight rediction in quantity of prav/ns exported along 
v.'ith substantial increase in the quantity of selected varieties 
finfish and reasonable increase in cuttlefish and squids* 
Hov^ever shrimps are having a higher unit value of about Rs. 158/Kg. 
and total marine products are having only about Rs, 84/Kg*
In 1981/ India exported 52/180 tonnes of shrimp valuing 
Rs*247.94 crores and it has increased to 74> 393 tonnes valuing 
?^,1180,26 crores in 1992-93 (Table 3). During the last 10 years 
our shrimp export has increased only less than half times in 
quantity and 3*75 times in terms of value*
Shrimp production from marine sactor has almost doubled from 
1.45 lakh tonnes during 1981-62 to 2*73 lakh tonnes during 1992-93 
and aquaculture production during the same period has increased 
more than 3 times from 13,000 tonnes to 45,000 tonnes. In other 
v;ords the total shrimp production of our country has more than 
doubled (1,58 lakh tonnes to 3*27 lakh tonnes) during the last 
decade^ But this increase in production has not been reflected in 
our shrimp exports* It appears that the intensive shrimp trax^ rling 
during the last fev; years in our coastal waters has not led to 
any increase in our export.
Capture and culture production are the sources of raw material 
for our shrimp export. Out of the total shrimp production major 
share is contributed by the marine sector (85% of quantity) *
Our total shrimp production in 1992-93 was 3,27,374 tonnes of 
which about 2,77,374 tonnes are contributed by capture fisheries
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t a b l e ; 3
CAPTURE CUhTURE PffAWjT ri'SHERlCS PROaaCTION
a n d  e x p o r t tr en d (1981-62 - 1992-93)
'7"~*
! SKRIM? priovjcrici \ SMRTMP cXPOt> A
C£ip ture 
'tonnes)
-\quacul::ure
(tonnes)
::otai ' 
(cc:':-:2f.-)
quantity 
(tonnes)
P«oci:9Sf.::>
Qwantjby
(bi?rjues)
% fco Expert
1983-S2! 1,44,969 13,000 1,57,?C0 : 52,180 55
:e62-83 1,61,945 13,500 1,75,44 5 55,002 31/70 52
1983-84 1,66,953 14,000 2,06,953 I 54,444 90,740 44 il
’?S^-85 1,02,012 15,000 2,07,012 55,398 92^330 i
1985-86 3,89,042 16,700 2,56,G-:2 ^ 50,349 ' 33,9 JS 33
^986-87 2,10,616 ■ 1.8,400 2,29,QIC : 49,203 82^aOS
' 98-7-88 1,90,866 22,000 2,12,866 : 55,736 92^833 ^5
1988-89 2,02,Ibl 23,500 2,25,lei ^ 56,835 94J2S
1989-90 2,23,0C7 25,000 2,48,067 1 57,819 9iS^5 35 i
1 9 Q G— 91 2,44,353 30,000 2,74,3f.3 62,395 103^992 36
19^1-92 2,9 5,000 35,000 3,30,000 76,151 i 2? 9f a 33
2,77^ 374 45,000 3,27,3"4 74,393 X 2? 9e e 35
-  Export H'-a
R * r S e c :  : c h  : r ± . . v , i  (19:--J- ■ir;hlj 53)(1981-93)
and 45/000 tonnes by aquacvill:\ire* A detailed analysis indicates 
that during 1992-93 only about 23% of the total shrimp production 
are utilized in the processed form for export marketing. This 
wide variation from production to export may be because of the 
following reasons*
(1) A quantity of 2.77 lakh tonnes is the total capture shrimp 
production where non-penaeids contributes to about 35%, ^ e s e  
products are used either In the domestic market or they are dried 
for later consiimptlon*
(2) Among the penaeld prawns (1*8 la3ch tonnes); only 50% is 
utilized for export purposes due to quality problems, size 
preference and species demand* During 1992-93 the shrimp export 
from marine sector was comprised of white 20%, tiger 16%, brown 
42% and Karikkadl 22%*
(3) A quantity of about 90# 000 tonnes of export quality penaeld 
prawns from marine sector Is further processed into various 
products like HL, PUD and PD. White and tiger are usually converted 
into HL product with a meat yield of about 65% and brown varieties 
are processed into PUD with a meat yield of about 50%» A meat 
yield of average 55% gives a processed quantity of about 50,000 
tonnes for export*
(4) This 50/000 tonnes from captiire fisheries contributes to about 
67% of our total shrimp exports. On the average only 38% of our 
total shrimp production is reaching the export market.
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?IG. 1
PERCENTAGE SHARE OF MAJOR MAR-<rTS FOR INDIAN PHAV-'MS
19901991
JAPAN
1992
19901991
1992
1990 1991 1992
1990 1991 1992
EEC USA OTHERS
-  % SHARE OF OUANTITY
_  % SHARE OF VALUE
However a revised study on species - wise and size-v/ise 
shrimp production from all maritime states is essential to explain 
the continuously widening gap betv/een shrimp production and export, 
Zvsnthough our captiire and cultxire shrimp production has Increased 
considerably during the past 10 years, there has been no 
corresponding growth in the export market.
A detailed analysis of the aquaculture products is also 
essential for estimating the exact share of aquaculture shrimps 
to export market. In 1992-93 eventhough acquaculture shrimps 
production was 45,000 tonnes# exact information is not available 
aoout its contribution to export market. About 70% of the 
production is either through traditional or extensive methods,
C'ly 30% is contributed by semi-intensive farming. In a traditional 
prawn farm, the commercial varieties of white and tiger prawns 
contribute only a limited quantity of about 30-35% and the rest 
belongs to small size grades of commercially less important brown 
shrimps like Metapenaeus dobsonl (60%) and M.monoceros (7%).
These are usually converted into PUD and PD whereas Penaeus 
ir.dicus and P > monodon are converted into headless products, 
which fetch almost 3 times higher unit value.
Prawns from all types of seasonal, perennial, extensive and 
sejni-intensive farms are reaching directly or indirectly to the 
processing centres or export units, from where it is exported to 
major foreign markets like Japan, Western Europe, and U.S.A.
The share of Indian prawns exported to these markets for the last 
3 years are given in figure-2.
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n " . 3
M A JO R  IT E M S  OF SHR IMP EXPOR
TIGER WHITE BROWN KEADON OTHERS
In recent years the quantity exported to Japan market is showing 
a -eclinlng trend whereas the Western Europe market shows a slight 
increase and U.S.A remains more or less constant. The increase in 
the exports to Western Europe is mainly due to the increased demand 
frcr various members of the European Economic Communities like 
Nederland, Spain, Italy and United Kingdom. During 1992 about 
3?S of the shrimps valuing about 50% were exported to Japan. However 
this share is less in value when compared to the previous years.
Till 1991 Japan imported about 40-50% of the Indian shrimps# and 
value ranged from 55-60%. In recent years the share of other 
marxets like South East Asian countries are also improving.
About 50-55% of our frozen exports are contribxited by low 
gra;.ea products like PD fi PUD whereas the high unit value products 
lir.e acadless contributes only 40% and whole head on contributes to 
only 2% (Fig.3), As the major share of the quantity is constituted 
by low priced products# each year India could not take full advantage 
of its potential foreign earnings from marine products#
Indian aquaculture products are exported through six major ports 
like Cochin, Bombay# Madras# Porbender# Calcutta and Visag. The 
percentage distribution of Port-wise export of the Marine Products 
are given in Fig.4. During 1991-92 Cochin Port exported about 34% 
of the quantity and value followed by Bombay 15%# Madras 10%# and 
Porbendar 5%. During 1992-93 there was a decline in the share of 
Cochin Port to about 25% of the quantity and value. This is mainly 
because of the labour problems in Cochin Port and also the sudden
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PIG. 4
PERCENTACE SHAR£ OF COCHIN PORT 
IN PORT WISE EXPORT OP MARINE PRODUCTS
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increase in aquaculture production from Andrapradesh and Tamilnadu* 
The facilities in other ports have also improved considerably during 
the last 5 years.
A comparison between the production and marketing among the 
traditional ponds of Vypeen^ extensive farms of Chellanam and 
Kannamaly and semi-intensive farms of Nellore, Guntur and Tuticorin 
shows that the average production per hectare from the 20 Traditional 
farms were only 500Kg/ha. The traditional farm production is a 
mixture of prawns# finishes and crabs. The production from the 
traditional ponis shows a declining trend over the years. (George 
(1974) George (1980) Purushan (1987) Sathiadhas(1989) Nasser and 
Noble (1992) • This may be due to ths indiscriminate fishing in 
Cochin backwaters and the increased natural seed collection methods* 
The present study shows that out of the BOOKg of total pro diction, 
about BOKg are finfishes and 20Kg are crelbs (20%)' are .n^ving into 
the domestic market. Fijifishes receive only about Ss*15/Kg and 
small crabs (Scylla serrata) fetches Rs*30/Kg., Metapenaes dobdoni 
(Thelly), and M.monoceros (Chooden) are the dominant species (67%) 
among prawns and these are less preferred in the International 
market. This fetches hardly Rs.32-40/kg, where as the white and Tiger 
which constitute about 31% of the total production fetch about 
Rs. 150-200 per Kg. So the average \anit value of the total production 
from a traditional pond fs only about Rs.45/Kg.
In terms of value v^ite and Tiger variety contribute to 55%.
If the production from these traditional ponds is of a single economic 
variety the total earnings can be enhanced up to Rs.66^ 000/-ha.
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RELATION BETWEEN WEIGHT,COUNT & PRICE
WHITE  ^ l-^ er.aeui: incucus )
a:Xw\H
TIML (liAYS)
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This can be Turther improved by following a better marketing 
channel. Production and marketing from the extensive farms of 
Chellanam and Kannamaly involves only the export marketing system.
The average production from these farms were about lOOOkg/ha, 
comprising of either white or Tiger. This is mixture of almost 
uniform size crrades which mainly belong to four different grades 
of Tiger Prawns such as 25-35 gram (60%) 20-25 (20%) 16-20 gram (60%) 
12-16 gram (1?%)* White prawns belong to 16-20 gram (60%) 12-16 
gram (20%) 10-12 gram (10%) and S-10 gram (10%) the average price 
per Kilogramme of each grade of prawns can be calculated from the 
fig. 5 & 6, Marketing channels of production from these farms move 
directly to the processing centre. The producers are getting about 
Rs,150/kg for vrnite and Rs.200/lCg* for Tiger.
Products from the commercial semi-intensive farms are directly 
reaching the processing centres. In some cases the exporter himself 
culture and process the products. The marketing system of commercial 
semi-intensive farms are the simplest and correspondingly the 
producers are getting the maximum price for the raw materials .
The marketing system of traditional farms are more complicated 
than the sceir-tific farms^ Many middlemen and money lenders are 
involved in ^ e  marketing system of products form traditional ponds. 
Some financial assistance is highly necessary for starting the 
seasonal prawn culture.
The loan amount is often provided by a financer cum agent without 
any interest but he takes the products at a lower rate. A pre-harvest
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ccr.-::ractor takes interest for the loan but here also an unwritten 
obligation falls on the farmers that the complete product should be 
mar-ceted only through him. Traditional prawn faming is still 
profitable mainly because of less cost of production and the higher 
uni- value of export quality prawns. The inferior quality prawns 
frrs processing centres are diverted into the domestic markets and 
ptz‘<le industries.
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MARKETING CHANNELS
Indian aquacultxire products are moving both in Export and 
Dcaestic Marketing Channels. Even though, shrimp is the major item 
of aqaaculture, finfishes and crabs are also contributing a minor 
she_re. Production from a typical traditional pond is a mixture of 
prawns, finfishes and crabs whereas, production from a scientific 
prawn farm is exclusively of either white or tiger prawns. Finfishes 
ar.d crabs move to the domestic marketing channels as they have no 
de-and in export market. High unit value prawns move directly or 
indirectly to the exporting units. Based on the marketing channel 
studies and price behaviour, the exact difference in earnings and 
profitability of different prawn culture system can be highlighted.
The flow of Aquaculture pio ducts from producer to consumer on 
export and domestic marketing channels are given in Fig,7. Export 
Marketing share contributes about 80% of quantity and 95% in value 
earnings of a typical traditional aquacxilture pond. This percentage 
variation is mainly because of the fact that prawns are moving to the 
export market and low value products such as finfishes and crabs 
are moving to the domestic markets. Srivastava (1984) has stated that 
out of the total production from traditiona;. farms, 58% goes to the 
export market, 38% goes to the domestic market and 4% is dried for 
lazer consxamption. However l.he present study reveals, that in 
Ernakulam District, about 80% of the aquaculture products move to 
the export market with 95% of the value.
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FIG . 7
marketing channels of AQUACOI.TURE pkoducts
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The export marketing system has 5 main marketing channels 
where the products passed from one to four intermediaries* The 
domestic marketing system can also be classified into five 
channels. There is considerable variation in the unit price of 
products moving through export and domestic marketing channels* 
2xport marketing channels are having about five times higher 
unit price than the products moving through the domestic 
channels* There is inter-relationship between the different 
intermediaries involved in the marketing flow.
A* Sxport Marketing Channels,
Shrimps are reaching either directly or indirectly to the 
exporting units and sent to foreign markets like Japan, USA & 
Western Europe (fig*8). The marketing channels for traditional 
systems are much complicated than the marketing system of 
scientific farms. The main export marketing channels prevalent 
are as follows:-
1) Producer— >Financier cum Agent --^Preprocessing Centre — > 
Processing Cencxe — >Exporter — >Foreign Buyer — >Consumer*
2) Producer pre-harvest contractor — >Preprocessing Centre 
Processing Centre -^Exporter — ^Foreign Buyer Consumer.
3) Producer — > Collection Depot Processing Centre — >
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Exporter — > Foreign Buyer --^Consumer.
4) producer — ^Processing Centre — >Exporter — ^Foreign Buyer — »■ 
Consumer*
5) Producer — >Processor cum Exporter — >Foreign Buyer > 
Consumer*
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ZX)MESTIC MARKETING CHi\r(NFXb
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B, Domestic Marketing Channels;
Domestic marketing items of acjuaculture products are 
mxillets# pearlspot, tilapia# milkfishes, and small crabs. 
Domestic marketing pattern is applicable only for the traditional 
ponds because only these farm products are a mixture of different 
organisms* Among the shrimps# the small sized prawn varieties 
rarely reach the domestic market* The present study identified 
five types of channels in the domestic marketing (fig:9)
1* Producer preharvest Contractor — >v;holesaler — > 
Retailer — >Consiimer.
2* producer Wholesaler — > Retail Conimission Agents — > 
Retailer — > Consumers.
3« Producer — >VJholesale Commission Agents — >Local Market 
Agent -->Retailer — ^Consumer*
4« Producer --^Worker cum Vendor — ^Fisherwomen Vendor/ 
Retail Agent — > Consumer,
5m Producer --^Consumer.
In general, the aquaculture products in the domestic 
marketing system do not move long distc-nce. About 80% of the 
fishes are consumed within 16 Kms. of the coastal village 
(Govindan (1975) ) • The present study reveals that about 40% of 
the products are sold to consumers within 10 Km of the production 
centres, 20% reached the nearby city or town markets, 15% handled 
by door-to-door fisher women vendors# 20% ds consumed by the 
producer and laboxirers and about 5% reaches the nearby hotels and 
cold storages. The domestic fiah maiketing chain consists of
1 3 intermediaries before it reaches the ultimate consumer* 
Normally wholesalers and commission agents near the producing 
cencres take the fish to markets like Edappally, Kaloor, Thevara, 
Kalamassery, North Parur# Aluva and Angamaly, Fisherwomen vendors 
are the main agents for distributing finfish and crabs in the houses 
of Zrnakulam District, "Karimeen", (Etroplus), "Kanambu" (Mullet) 
ar.z "Piloppy" (Tilapia) are the main items handled by these various 
agencies.
Certain portion of the aquaculture products are either consumed 
by “he producer and his relatives or it is sold to the local 
consumers at a cheaper rate. Among the domestic markets Narakkal 
anz North Paravur belong to consumer markets with in lOKm to the 
production site* Ernakulam# Thevara# Kaloor and Edappally markets 
are with in 20 Km to Vypeen Island. Aluva, Angamaly# Perumbavoor 
are examples of domestic markets beyond 20 Km range. Other major 
consumers are the cold storages & hotels of Ernakulam city.
According to the convenience different intermediaries supply raw 
ma::erials to the these different consumer markets (fig. 9)
Sometimes rejected. Inferior quality prawn products are reaching 
the domestic markets through commission agents. These are usually 
consumed by hotels and Pickle industries. Rarely these frozen HL 
and PUD products are reaching the local town markets.
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PROrXJCT HQVEi-I^ I^T a:to PRICE BErL^JJQm
Price spread o f aquacul1;ure products can be defined as the 
-i*ference oetween the prices received by the producer and those 
paid by the consumer. It includes the payment received by all 
intermediaries performing services in moving the product from 
_^ ,roducers tc consumers* The fast movement ox the uroducts from 
traduction site to exporter ensures the quality and price of the 
"rocucts. rrice spread is composed of margins at various levels, 
Vnlike agriculture products aquaculture products are nighly 
cerishaole and the price is airectly ::roportional to zne size and 
:uality of "he prouuct. The price of a particular gr^de of shrimp 
is determined by the buyer in the foreign country and accordin^-ly 
rice is offered to the processor, preprocessor and finally to the 
producer* So the producer has the le & s z role of deciding the price 
cf the material produced by him. Gross marketing margin is the 
difference betv/een the retail price paid the consumer and the price 
received by the producer. This gross marketing, margin includes 
rrocessors margine, exporter's margin, and b u yer 's margin. The 
lifference between the producer price and the commission agent's 
-rice is called the collection margin or coza'aission agent's margin.
Price £ .read or marketing margin are bound to increase with 
the proliferation of marketing agents performing the services of 
assembling, storage, transportation, peeling, processing, and 
ex::ortin^ '. Marketing margins will also be influenced by the degree 
cf marketing control exercised by the government policies. An 
Increase in price spread will soon be resulted in the rise of 
consumer price*
^  41 ^
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A Pr.lZL BEHAVIOUR Irj iv^QRT I-lARKKTI?jG
-iXport marketing of shrimps fetches almost five times better 
prices than the same moving, in the domestic marketing channels.
In tne export marketing tnere is a v;ide variation among the prices 
received for different size 'rrades of the s£:me variety at- the 
irice of the snrimp i^- determined by its qualix.y and size.
TA5Li^ 4
AVi.~_-.C-  ^ C ,
(OCTGBIJR 1993)
±hi . - “id Ct": i-ifiHKii/ro
PUL R a te (R s ./k g .
: c u : . r / i b Japan U3A V/. EUROPii
bC-120 14A 148 146
1 0 0 -2 0 0 125 137 130
2 0 0 -3 0 0 99 116 112
300-500 62 79 76
B roken 45 48 43
SOURCE : PRIi-iE (I'IPEDA)
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In Japan and USA the price for dirferent grades PUD products 
rangs^ from Hs. A5/KG. to Rs, 148/kg, whereas in Vvestern Hurope it 
ranges from Rsp 43 to 145, Hov/ever in general the prices offered 
by USA for PUD products are comparatively higher than the 
other markets.
CIF PRICii. Oi"' HL
TABLE 5 
«/HIT2 ?RA':,l--5 li I-IAJCR i'iARKEiS (OC TO 5Ek; 19
HL Grade RATE ; hS/kg
CCUNT/lb JAPAI-J USA iV.EURO±"ii
16 - 20 521 434 468
21 - 23 445 400 428
26 - 30 384 343 368
51 - 35 318 309 312
36 - 41 287 259 278
41 - 50 253 225 243
31 - 60 212 184 200
SOVRCh ; l^ iD A  (PRIME)
The consumer preference for headless v/hite prav/n in Japan 
appears to be very nigh and they offer comparatively higher prices, 
The price difference for the same grade of white prawn among 
Japan, USA and western Europe market are given in table 4. It is 
better to concentrate on Japan and Western Europe Market for our
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expori, or the white prav.TjS zo earn more foreign exchange.
There is also considerable difference between the prices for 
various varieties of shrimps like tiger, white, & brown (Table 6)* 
Xn the international market white is having the maximum price 
xollov/ed by tiger and brov^i. However brown varieties are composed 
of smaller prawns like Hetapenaeus dobsoni and M. monoceros.
:o:C-ARAlTVii CIF jr'RIC-.S FOn VAr\ITIES OF SnMli-lro I,
J i i*inHivET (OCTOBER 199^)
vv'KITE
fc/Kg
TIGBR
Hs/Kg Rs/Kg
16 - 20 522 419 375
21 - 25 446 350 342
- 30 384 319 281
31 - 35 319 287 260
36 - 40 287 260 228
4 1 - 5 0 254 225 196
5 1 - 6 0 213 200 175
SOURCr- : MPijDA (PRIME)
However the higher grades (16-30 count/1b) of white shrimps
are rare in our aquaculture ponds. Larger tiger prawns are getting
maximum price and they are abundant in the shrimp farms.
TABLE : 7 AVERAGE UHIT VALUE OF FR02£I\' SHRIi'IP 
VALUE IW Rs./Kg (FOB) 1988-1992.
COUivTRIES
J apan
USA
vi'. Europe 
Others
198S 1989 1990 1991 1992
102 96 117 161 199
51 55 65 75 67
90 86 107 90 128
37 51 43 58 54
Japan is ofrering "the maximum uni"t value for Indian frozen 
shrimps followed by Western Europe and USA (Table. 7). Most of 
trie HL products are exported to Japan and FUD products are 
exported to USA, PUD products are having only 50% of the unit 
value of the HL products. (fig. 12 and 13) Western Europe 
accepts all types of shrimp products. During 1992 the average unit 
value of PUD products exported to U3A was about Rs. 87/Kg., while 
the HL products exported to Japan market had Rs. 199/Kg. Western 
Europe offered only Rs. 128/Kg. for Indian shrimp products.
However a major share of the Indian shrimps imported by EEC is 
egian reprocessed and repacked, and exported to consumer 
countries like Japan and USA.
Table 8 gives the price behaviour of shrimp products while 
it moves from producer to consumer, passing throu=,h Financier 
cum agents. Feeling sheds (Preprocesr.ing centres). Processing 
centres, Exporters, and Foreign buyers (Channel 1). This is the 
longest channel and the share of the producer is minimum. Raw 
material shrimps are graded as count/Kg. (No, of headon prav.nns/Kg) 
and count per pound (No.of tail pieces/45A gms) for processed 
HL, PUD & PD products. In the present study marketing products 
are classified as white (6 grades), tiger (6 grades) and brown 
(3 grades). The price for a particular grade of shrimp increases 
aS it moves from the producer to the processing centres and to 
the consumer. The price received by the exporter includes the 
freight charges also (GIF rate).
The price behaviour for the three varieties of shrimps in the 
export market in channel 2 involving a p.reharvest contractor.
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Table.8
PRIC£ 3i:.HriVlOUR OF SHRH-IPS IN '£XPOc<T MARKET CHkKKEh 1
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Headon
Grade
Count/Kg
WHITE
Wt/prawn
(gm)
Producer
Price
Rs./Kg.
lNT.c«KKi:jDl>ircl£^ 5 
FCA PSO PC*- E M ’ BUY
Consumer
price
Rs/Kg
40-50 20-25 150 165 170 180 203 224 263
50-60 16-20 140 145 150 160 180 198 234
60-80 12-16 120 125 130 -  O 1 'i c. > f ^ 193
eo-loo 10-12 130 105 110 120 126 138 164
100-12 0 6-10 60 S5 90 100 107 lie 139
l20-_.- 7-3 60 65 70 80 88 97 115
TIG£*R
20-30 35-50 220 240 250 260 280 308 364
30-40 25-35 180 195 205 2 20 240 264 . 312
40-50 20-25 150 160 180 190 210 231 273
50 -60 16-20 130 140 150 160 180 196 234
60-80 12-16 100 105 110 120 140 154 162
80-100 10-12 80 85 90 100 120 132 156
BROWM
100-200 5-10 50 53 55 57 60 66 78
200-300 3-5 40 43 45 47 50 55 65
300-500 2-3 30 33 35 37 40 44 52
PCA
PSO
PC
EXP
BUY
Financxer cum agent 
Peeling shed owner 
Processing Centre 
Exporter 
Buyer
Table. 9
p fv X ^  B^riAVJCUR OF SHRXi'lFS Hi CKAKI.'LL
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(HecGcr. wt/Prawn (gm)
Producer
price
(Hs./Kg)
IN lAPv Ii,S
Concur
pri(
Groas 
Count/.<g PHC WCD PC i:.XP BUY
40-s: 20-25 165 170 175 180 203 2 24 263
50-6C 16-20 145 150 15 5 160 160 198 234
60—c- 12-16 125 130 125 138 14b 162 193
oC — 1 - w' 10-12 105 110 115 120 126 130 164
:o:-i20 6-10 85 90 95 100 107 118 139
120-140 7-8 65 70 75 80 88 97 115
1
2C-3; 35-50 230
SO--’' 25-35 190
40-5C 20-25 160
50-6C 16-20 140
6 0 - e C  12-16 105
SO-1 0 10-12 65
BROVaN
100-200 5-10 53
2-0-3C0 3-5 42
300-500 3-3 33
245 250 260 260 308 364
200 210 2 20 240 264 312
170 ISO 190 210 231 273
145 150 160 ISO 198 234
110 115 120 140 154 182
90 95 100 120 132 156
55 56 57 60 66 78
44 45 47 50 55 65
34 36 37 40 44
C 'J
prehervest ccntrQctor
- -
PHC
WCD j W h o l e s a l e  Collection Depot
pQ j pjTOCSGsing Centx'e
EXP J Exporter
buy s Buyer
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Table 10
?RIC£ 5£A..VIGur. OF SHf.lMPS IN EXPORT M^nK£,TlNG CHAKI^EL 3
rteadon
Grcsde
(Count/
Kg)
Wt/Shrimp
(gn)
Producer
Price
(iis./Kg)
iNTiCR^liDlARIES
PPC EXP BUY
Csnsumer 
Dr ice 
ih/Kg)
• H  £*
4C-50
50-60
60-80
80-100
100- 1 - :
120-140
I Ic»£. A
20-25 170
16-20 150
12-16 130
10-12 110
S-10 90
7-3 7C
::-30 35-50 245
i3-40 25-35 20 0
40-50 20-25 170
50-60 16-20 145
60-80 12-16 110
80-100 10-12 90
BnCMN
100-200 5-10 55
200-300 3-5 44
300-5 00 2-3 34
175 13C 203 224 263
155 160 180 198 234
135 138 148 162 193
115 120 126 138 164
95 100 107 118 139
75 80 88 97 115
250 260 280 308 364
210 220 240 264 312
180 190 210 231 273
150 160 180 19*^ 234
115 120 140 154 182
95 100 120 132 156
56 57 60 66 78
45 47 50 c c 65
36 37 40 44 52
PPC
PC
EXP
BUY
Preprocessing Centre 
Processing Centre 
Exporter 
Buyer
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T a b l e  .  11
PR IC £ B£HAVIOUk OF SHRIM PS IN SXPQRT M>.RKii:TII-iG CHAKNEL-4
Headcn Wt/Prawn Producer TMT'F.OMTT.nTi.;;' Consumer
Grade (gm) price price
Count/(y (Rs/Kg. ) PC EXP BUY (Rs./Kg.
nrilXf*
40-50 20-25 175 160 203 224 263
50-60 16-20 155 160 180 198 234
60-S0 12-16 135 138 148 162 193'
SO-100 12-12 115 120 126 138 164
100-120 S-12 95 100 107 118 139
120-140 7-e 75 80 88 97 115
XIG-K
20-30 35-50 250 260 280 308 364
30-40 25-35 210 220 240 264 312
40-50 20-25 190 210 231 273
50-60 16-20 150 160 190 198 234
60-80 12-16 115 120 140 154 182
30-100 10-12 95 100 120 132 156
BROWN
100-200 5-10 56 57 60 66 78
200-300 3-5 45 47 50 55 65
300-500 2-3 36 37 40 44 52
^ ^ _ - - - — ■- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
PC
EXP
BUY
Pro cessin g  Centre
Exporter
Bayer
r?.lC£ 3£.HAVIOUR OF
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T ab le  
sriftiMP Ik
.  12 
ii.XrOKT MrtRKiT XiCG CH ^Z'41 c;
r.sadon W t/Shrim p Procuce IKTEaMilDlARILS Consumer
3rode P rice
) EXP BUY
Price
( Rs/fcj)
^0-50 20-25 180 203 224 263
50-60 16-20 160 loO 198 234
60-60 12-16 136 148 162 193
550-100 10-12 120 126 138 164
: :o - i2o 6-10 100 107 118 139
120-140 7-8 80 88 97 115
riG-R
20-30 35-50 260 280 30S 364
30-40 25-35 220 240 264 312
40-50 22-25 190 210 231 273
50^50 16-20 160 ISO 198 234
60-80 12-16 120 140 154 1B2
30-100 10-12 100 120 132 156
Bk CWN
100-200 5-10 56 60 66 78
200-300 3-5 47 50 55 65
300-500 2-3 37 40 44 52
^  ^  ^ _  _  _  — - ^ - - - - - - - -
hXP I Exporter 
BUY s Buyer
T a b le . 13
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3i.rir»VlCiJK 1I» ST IC i'. '■4. .1;^.*- isO.i
g^aSe Ftcduc€r I-.T£,.-_^:;ame
(Local Name) (VJt/ r ish)
price
(F^ /Kg)
(gm)
F.Ri
HGrveiTt ■
Ccntr-i-
ctcr
Wncie
sQler
Retail
price
Fearl 5?ct l(35u>
II(250)
30
22
35
26
4 0 
30 4 0
Mullets
I (500) 35 40 45 c—' w
(Kan I (500) 2o 3G 2^ 36
II (200) 24 26 2b 30
III (ICO) 15 17 1 w  ^.■ 24
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - -
*i-3pie I V35C) 12 14 16 20
(riicppy) 11 C250) 6 10 12 15
Kilkfish
Cpookee:^ ) I
II
III
(500)
(350)
(250)
23
25
18
32
28
22
36
30
24
40
33
2S
Crcbs
(KJANDU) LiQrge(350)
SmellC25o;
40
25
45
30
50
35
60
45
Klscellanecus 10 14 16 24
s = * S = = S 9 = s s := = = = = = = = - = = = = = s = s
Table, 14
PRJCi:.. _SPKi:.rtiJ IN MAwiCc.TlNG CHAUbiiuu NO. ?
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KaMjc.)
size Prcdu- 
grades *cer
(Wt./ price
fish) (Rs/Kg)
WHQUE .
SALER 'C{iMni52>'.0H 
'Agents
Ketciil-
Price
Pearl Spot I ( 350) .32 • 35 45 54
(KAi<Xi'ii:«£.K) II ( 250) 24 26 35 43
K u l le t (500) 35 40 50 55
(TnlftUIfiA) I ( 300) 30 32 36 40
II ( 200) 25 27 30 32
III) ( 100) 16 18 22 25
T i l c p i a I ( 350) 14 15 20 24
(p ) II ( 250) 10 12 15 17
M i l x  Fish I ( 500)
30 32 40 45
II ( 350) 25 28 32 35
III ( 250) 20 22 26 30
„  = = =  = = S S s = == = = S S s = == = » = := = = = s = s
Cr abs Large(350} 40 45 55 65
(NJrtl'iDU) S m a l l(250) 25 30 40 50
Miscellaneous 10 16 24 30
T a b le .15
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iXsj 4-irUNKi:.ni'G
wonunon name Size grcide Produ­ 1* • «  Li
(Lscul Kcime/ (wt./fish cer Co.TuTiis^ icn  Local Pric
( g # m ) Price <-»gent Market
( ^ / K . ‘g . Agent
Pecrl Spot I (350) 32 35 40 45
(KnfvIi*4£>^K ) l i (250) 24 2c 30 35
Mullets (50C) 35 43 45 50
ilr.lKUTr:/^ ; I (300) 23 3C 32 3b
1 1 (20C) 24 2 c 2b 3 J
III (1^ 0) 16 l a 20 22
T ' r< •-, n r --- ^  J-- (3SC; i ^ i •'
py.- 1 1 (250) S -- L  ^
y.il^ f a sh I (500) 30 36 A r>. •* V
u : :r O M £ £ N ; 1  a. (350) 25 _ 5 30 32
Ill (250 I S ^ w 24 25
3r £.de L c i 5e(350 40 50 i.5
tNJrtiNub) J.nall (250) 25 Ow 35 40
Mi^cellor.ecd s 10- ■ !•» 16 20
a s * B = = = = = s = = ' S  ^  iS = = = = = = = = = = =  =  === =  = = = =  =  = =  = = a s s s  =  =s
ss =  s =  =
Table. 16
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__SP^AD IN MARi^TBjG CHANNEL N0^4
COMMON
Bame
(L«cal Nome)
Size
Grade
(Wt/flsh)
Pr»decers
Price
6is/Kg)
INTERMEDIARIES (Retailer) 
WORKER“50m ““"Fishermfi n 
VfiJKDOR Vender
PCQXX spot 
(KAKlhk.i:;N) I
. _I1
(350)
i250)
30 
• 25
35
____  28_ _ _
45
____ 35
Mullet X 
(TnlhliTiVi)
KANi«HHU) I
(500)
(300)
35
30
'10
34
50
40
11 (2J0) 25 26 32
III (1^0) 15 18 22
Tilapla
(PILOPPY)
I
11
(350)
(250)
14
10
15
12
25
16
K ilk  fish  
{irOO'ASte^ h* ) 1 (5 30) 30 35 45
II (350) 25 26 35
III (250) 20 22 25
Crabs
Ci;jAKDU) la r g e(350) 40 45 55
Sm all(250) 20 30 40
M iscellanec us 10 16 25
Table. 17
P^ IO:; SPR£AD JN MARKETING CHANNEL NO. 5
COi-J^iOij Size grades Producer Price Conoumer
(XjOCAJj Name) (Wt./fish) (f5,/Kg)
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Pearl spot
I 1 350 ) 30 35
1 1 ( 250 ) 25 28
Mullet ( 500 ) 35 40
(k a ;. Ai-iau) I ( 300 ) 30 32
1 1 ( 200 ) 25 27
III ( loo ) 20 22
Tilapic!
Cir lUUi-^ Y) I ( 350 ) 15 17
II ( 250 ) 10 12
i'liiSL flSii
(f Wwr*—iiiX y I i 500 } 30 35
II ( 350 ; 25 30
III C 250 ) 20 22
Cr ebs
Large ( 350) 40 45
small( 250 ) 25 30
- - - - - - -  _  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Kiscelltir.eous 10 15
= = = =  = = ^  ^ S :s = S= = = = = = = = =
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wholesale collection depot, processing centre and an exporter is 
given in Table 9« ihe farmers are getting a better price than 
channel 1 because of the absence of financeer-cum agent.
Preharvest Contractor comes to the production centre during the 
harvest season and the producers are free to discuss and negotiate 
the rate of each specific count without much obligations,
Channel 3 involves only four intermediaries as commission 
agent, processor, exporter and buyer (Table 10). Here the price 
received by the producer is comparatively better than channel 1 & 2. 
Due to the recent stiff competition among processing centres to 
collect aquaculture raw materials, the producers are also getting 
a better rate, 'xhey are enjoying the freedom of selling the 
product to any pre-processing agent or commission agent as they 
have not taken any loan from them*
Channel 4 shows the direct flow of products to processing 
centres and then to the exporter, (Table 11, This is a better 
organized channel and three intermediaries such as processing 
centres, exporter, and buyer are involved in the transactions.
It is mainly used by scientific prawn farmers and wealthy 
traditional farmers. Here the raw material moves directly to the 
processing centre without the involvement of any intermediaries.
These producers are well av/are of the current market rates of the 
raw material and they are selling to the processing centres which 
offer the best competitive price. Prices are finalised before the 
harvest and the processors comes to the site during the harvest
and takes the raw material in the best possible transporting facility.
L'
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PIG. 10
FRICF b e h a v io u r  uf^ T l b £ R
350r
3?0f
1
280 ^
?4C^
'3
V-C
00
y  ■oJi
2  I
BOi
20-30
30 - -^ 0
4 0 - 5 0
8 0  -100
PRO c:CA PSA PRC C.XP SU\ 
PhC PPC 
WCO
VARKETU;>lb f.(jENTS
CON
CHAKMEI* NOS 1
CKAHSEX^ NOl 2
CHANHELf HOl 3
O O O  P e C  CHANNEL HOl 4
1,* .*  c h a n n e l  n o  I  5
FIG. 11
PR 1C E BEH^VIOLiR OF WHITE
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CT'
\
O'.
Nia.RKETING AGENTS
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I G  .12
HOHTHI<Y AVERAGE PRICES ^ apan) FOR 3 GRADES OP HL SHRIMP
RIG . 13
HOHXRLY AVERAGE PRICES ( USA ) FOR 3 GRADES 0? PUD SHRIMP
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V/hite and tiger are the main varieties flowing through this channel 
However, brown prawns are also handled very rarely. The weighted 
average price of the rav; material is back calciaated from the 
current CIF rates*
In channel 5 only two intermediaries are involved between the 
producer and the consumer, (Table 12). This is the best marketing 
channel for the producer, available in India under the present 
system of aquaculture product marketing. This system of marketing 
is available mainly for the commercial semi-intensive farms of 
Nellore, Guntur and Tuticorin, Here the exporter owns a shrimp 
farm or he gives consultancy to other enterpreneurs through a 
buyback agreement. Hence the exporter gets a regular supply of the 
product according to the demand of the buyer. The harvested 
prawns are reaching the processing unit in the best possible 
auality form. Here the producers are getting the maximum price 
for all grades of prav/ns. Only white and tiger, are moving through 
this channel. Price of white ranges prav-Tt r^. 150/Kg to Rs.200/Kg 
whereas for tiger it ranges from 200-250/Kg.
Before 20 years the price of whote prawn v/as only Rs.3/Kg and 
tiger was fe. 13/Kg (George 1974). During the same period brown 
varieties had only Rs,2-3/Kg. Sathiadhas el at (1989) reported that 
the unit price for white prawns during 1986-88 was Rs.40/Kg.
The price of tiger and bro™ were only Rs.60/Kg and Rs. 10/Kg 
respectively. During the last few years the price of all 
aquaculture products have increased considerably.
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B. PRICE BEHAVIOUR IN DCl-l^ STIC MARKETING
Finfishes are the major item of domestic marketing, consisting 
of pearl spot, mullets, milkfish and tilapia. Crabs are also 
contributing a minor share of aquaculture products to domestic 
markets. These are considered as the by-catches from seasonal 
and perennial ponds. Unlike the export marketing system the less 
valuable items are usually marketed v/ith in 30 km of the production 
site. The marketing intermediaries are also different from that 
of export marketing. Eventhough there are inter-connections among 
the marketing intermediaries five distinct domestic marketing 
channels are identified. Another entriely different channel is 
also existing for the marketing of rejected, irjferior quality 
prawns from the export rnari^ eting. These products are usually 
reaching the hoteles ana pickle industries.
Domestic marketing channel - 1 shows the product flow from 
producer through a preharvest contracter, wholesaler and retailer 
to reach the consumer, (Table: 13)* The flow of aquaculture 
products from Vypeen Island to nearby markets such a Srnakulam, 
Thevara, Edappally and Kaloor were analysed in this channel. The 
consumer price mentioned is the average of the above 4 markets.
These markets are situated with in 20 km of the production site. 
Retailers in these markets purchase the product from wholesalers 
and sell to the consumers, Finfishes from culture ponds are reaching 
in these markets mainly for 2 months (March-April). Fishes are 
graded into two to three grades depending on the weight of 
individual specimen. Although, Pearl spot, mullet, tilapia and 
Wilkfish are the common culture finfishes reaching the above markets.
Other Varieties like megalops, catfishes, ^basi>is and carangids 
are also rarely found in the traditional ponds.
Domestic channel 2 illustrates the fish flow from,producer 
to wholesaler, retail commission agents and retailers (Table 14)« 
The markets located beyond 20 km from the production site like 
Aluva, AnFainalv and Pemimbavoor are included in this channel.
The average retail price from these 3 markets are considered as 
the consumer price. The producers are getting a better price 
for all varieties of products and the consumers are paying a highej- 
rate as the distance, between the production site and consumer 
market is more than the previous channel. Producers are getting 
a better rate mainly due to the absence of pre harvest contractor.
Domestic channel 3 deals with the consumers of the local 
markets at Narakkal and North Paravoor v;hich are v/ithin 10 km from 
the production site (Table The marketing intermediaries
involved in this channel are wholesale Commission agents, local 
market agents and retailers. As the products are marketed near 
the production site the consumers are paying a lesser rate,
I-n these markets aquaculture finfishes are available for almost 
6 months of an year.
Some workers of the traditional ponds are also sometimes 
involved in the marketing of aquaculture products (channel 4).
The family members and relatives of the traditional farmers sell 
the finfishes and crabs to consumers like Hotels, cold storages 
and regular customers in some households in Ernakulam city
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(lable 16). Fisherwomen are mostly acting as agents for the 
bulk consumers in hotels and cold storages. In this type of 
marketing the consumers are getting the products at a 
comparatively cheaper rate than the open markets.
A limited quantity of finfishes are sold to nearby consumers 
directly by the producers without involving any intermediaries 
(channel 5). Usually consumers with in 5 km of the production 
site are mostly benefitted through this channel (Table 17),
Another entirely different type of domestic marketing channel 
is the flow of rejected products from the export units. Here 
the inferior quality prawn products from processing centres and 
export units are collected by a commission agent at the rate of 
about Bs.25/Kg and marketed to nearby pickle industries and hotels 
at the rate of about Rs.50/Kg, This Channel is beneficial for 
both the exporters and bulk consumers like hotels and pickle 
industries. Usually the Indian consumers are least bothered 
about the quality. Many of the hotels are benefitted through this 
type of channel. Sometimes these inferior quality prawn products 
are reaching the Ernakulam main market and the consumers pay even 
up to the extent of Rs. 100/Kg,
The study indicates that some of the finfishes from 
aquaculture fields command high consumer demand in domestic markets. 
Varities like Pearl spot, milkfish and mullets receive about 
&.30-50/Kg. The coastal regions which are not technically sutitable 
for prawn farming can be utilized for the culture of these species.
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COMMON AQUACULTURE PRODUCTS
PLATE I - WHITE PRAWNS
PLATE II - TIGER PRAWNS
PLATE III - BROWN PRAWNS
PLATE IV - MUD CRABS
PLATE V - MILK FISH
PLATE VI - PEARLSPOT
PRODUCER *S SHARE AND MARKETING MARGINS
The marketing margin is an indicator of the efficiency of 
marketing system, in the absence of any value added process, 
higher the level of marketing margins# the lower is the efficiency 
of the marketing system# Hence# if the aquacultiire products can 
be transported quickly from the producer to ultimate consumer at 
the mlninmm cost, the marketing system is said to be efficient.
The highly perishable nature of prawns, seasonality of its 
production and distance between the producer and the processing 
centre, are some of the important factors which require attention 
while assessing the marketing margin. Producer's share and marketing 
margins are -he two indicators of price spread. Producer's share 
is the percentage share received by the producer in consumer price.
The difference between the consumer price and the producer's share 
gives the gross marketing margin. Gross marketing margin can be 
further divided into financer cum agent margin, preharvest contractor's 
nargin# pre—processor *s margin# processor's margin, exporter's 
margin and foreign buyer's margin. These different marketing 
margins for each specific grade of the raw material (tiger and white) 
flowing through the export marketing channel are given in Table 
20 and 21«
In the present study marketing margins are calculated 
separately for each category of middlemen.
(1) Gross marketing margin is the difference between the price 
offered by the consumer at Japan and the price received by the 
producer. (2) pre-processor's margin is the difference between the
^  14 ^
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V E X A T IO N  OF PRODUCERS SHARE IN  DIFFERENT MARKETING CHANNELS
1 2 3 A- 5
EXPORT MARKETING CHANNELS
price orfered to the producer or financier-cum-agent or the 
preharvest contractor and the price received from the processor
(3) Processors marketing margin is the difference between the price 
received from the exporter to the price paid to the pre—processor •
(4) Exporter's margin is the difference between the CIF rate 
(Cost Including Freight rate) and the FOB rete (Free on Board).
It is the difference between the price offered by the buyer and the 
price given to the processor (5) Buyer's marketing margin is the 
difference in price offered by the Super markets in the importing 
country and the price offered to the exporter in India. This 
incltides the reprocessing charges and re-packing expenses into 
cons\imer packs, attractive to the consumers,
(2) The Gross Marketing margin for white, tiger & brown in 
all export marketing channels are listed in Table 19, The gross 
marketing margin for white ranged from 27 - 48%, the average being 
36%. Gross marketing margin for tiger ranged from 29 to 54% with 
an average of 39%. For brown the gross marketing margin ranged 
from 28 to 42% with an average of 33%. This shows that the marketing 
margin for tiger is the highest followed by white and brown. So 
the gross marketing margin is directly related to the economic 
Importance of the species. Since production from the traditional 
prawn faxms of Kerala contains only 1-3 percent of tiger, the 
prawn farmers and intermediaries are getting a lessor profit for 
the products as they are handling mostly brown and white prawns.
In channel No.l, gross marketing margin for white prawn ranged 
from 38 - 48% and producer * s share ranged from 62-52% of consumer
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FfG. 17
m a r k e t i n g  m a r g i n s (t i g e r & WHITE)
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GRADE 1
ORAOB 4 GRADE S GRADE 6
a
Buyers Margin
Exporters Margin
Processors Margin
Pre-processors Margin
Pre—harvest Contractors Margin
Financier cura Collec“ing Agents Margin
producers Share
T A B L E  .18
P R C D U C iR 'S  SHARE I N  EDCPORT MARKETING 
CHANNELS
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Grade
count/by
Haadon
PRODUCER* S £>H/\RE 1%)
channel
1
CHrtNNFlT.
2
CHANNEL
3
■CHANNEL
4
CHANNEL I 
5 :
WHITS 
40 - 50
1
61 63 65 67 68 1
50 - 60 60 62 64 66 68 :
60 - 80 62 65 67 70 72 !
eO - 100 61 64 67 70 73 1
100 - 120 58 61 65 63 72 I
120 - 140 S2 57 61 65 70 ;
TIGER
20 - 30 60 63 67 69 71 i
30 - 40 58 61 64 67 71 :
40 - 50 55 59 62 65 70 ;
50 - 60 56 60 62 64 68 !
60 - 80 55 58 60 . 63 66
80 - 100 51 54 58 61 64 ,
BROWN
100 - 200 64 67 70 71 72 i
200 - 300 62 65 68 69 72 1
300 - 500 58 68 65 69
.. .. ..
71 : 
—
5& 61 67■ ---- 1 7.0
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TABLi'. 1^;
G.^OSS MARKErriNG MARGIN IN EXPORT 
MARKETIIG CHANNELS
Grada GROSS MA^KBT’ING MARGIN
count/by
Headon
CHANNEL
1
CHANNEL
2
CHANNEL
3
CHANNEL
4
CHANNKT-
5
WHITE 
40 - 50 39 37 35 33 32
50 - 60 40 38 36 34 32
eO - 80 38 35 33 30 28
ao - 100 39 36 33 30 27
100 - liO 42 39 35 32 28
l20 - 140 48 43 39 35 30
TIGER
20 - 30 40 37 33 31 29
30 - 40 42 39 36 33 29
40 - 50 45 41 36 35 30
j 50 - 60 44 40 38 36 32
j 6 0 - 8 0 45 42 40 37 34
80 - lOO 49 46 42 3<-J 36
S.^ OWN
100 - 100 36 33 30 29 28
200 - 300 38 35 32 31 28
300 - 500 42 37 35 37 29
t-- - - - _
AVERAGE 42 39 36 33 30
I'A.'LK 20
Z - T ? . Z Z Z 3 S 0 k ' 3  .•-.Mr PSOCE33C.^ '5
t^TlGIK IN  EXrCRT M ARKrTlNG  CHAK'N^'
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PRE ?“ c c s s s c r 's M.\RGIN P R O C Z a Z C n 'Z
-•ojnt^ c k .\n k «:l CHA^:^:SL CHANNEL CHANNEL CHANKSL CHANNEL CHANNEL.
1 iSeadon 1 2 3 1 2 3 4
f WI{I?E
1 4 0 - 5 0 3 .6 3 .3 1-9 3 .8 l .S 1 .9 1 .9
1 SO - 60 4 ,2 4 . 3 2 . 1 4 . 3 2 . 1 2 .1 2 .1
60 - BC 5 .2 5 .2 2 . 6 4 . 1 1 .6 1 .6 1 .6
- 100 6 .1 6 .J 3 .0 6 .  1 3.C 3 .0 3 .0
IOC .  120 
120 - IM® 
TICSS
e. ?
7 ,  i 
8 7
3 .6  
U. 3
7 .2
8 7 U 3
3 .6
3
3 .6
^.3
2 0 - 3 0 s.; 5 . 5 1 .4 2 .7 2 .7 2 .7 2 .7
30 - 40 a.c 6.4 3 .2 ■ 4 . 8 3.:- 3 .2 3 .2
4 0 - 5 0 10 . <■ 7 .3 3 .7 3 .6 3 .6 3 .6 3 .6
::0 - 60 8 .5 4 . 3 2 .1 4 . 3 4 .3 4 . 3 ^ .3
60 - 80 5 .S 5-5 2 .7 . 5 . 5 2 .7 2 ,7 2 .7
80 - 100 6 .4 6 .4 3 .2 6 .4 3 .: ' 3 .2 3 .2
BROWN
IOC - 200 1 C.4 3 .8 2 .5 2 .5 l . J 1 .2 1 .2
200 .  300 */ • <* ■'.fc 1 .5 •i.l 3 .3 3. 1 3 . 1
300 .  4U0 5 .b j.e 3.8 1 .9 1 .9
M 5'.- ? .e '4 .7 2,'- 2 .6
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TABLi. 21
EXPORTER’ S IJUYER'3 M ^GIN
IN EXPORT :<;iRKETINC3 CHANNELS
Cr\i\DE EXPORTER’S BUYEk'S r*IARGIN
Count/kg
(Ka^donj CHANNELS t 2 3 M 5
Cl NIELS
1 2 3 5
WHITE
40 - SO 8 .7 u.O
50 - 60 8 .5 7.7
60 - 80 5 .2 7.3
80 - 100 3 .7 7.3
100 - 120 S.O 7.9
120 - 140 7 .0 7,8
TIGER
20 - 30 5 .5 7.6
30 - 40 6 .4 7.7
40 - SO 7 .3 7.8
50 - 60 8 .5 7.7
60 - 80 10.9 7.6
80 - 100 12.8 7.5
BROWN
lOO - 200 3 .8 7.6
2oO - 300 4 .6 7.9
300 - 400 5 .7 7.7
6„9 7.6
rupee. The average producers share for white works out at 59%, 
and th« average marketing margin is 41%. For tiger prawn it ranged 
fron 4*6-49% and the producers share was 51-60%. The marketing 
nargin for brown prawns was only 38% of constimer price.
Th® average producer's share in export marketing channel 1 was 
only 58% and this increases upto 70% in channel 5. (Fig. 15).
A dl££orence of about 12% is observed between the first and the 
fiftii channels. At present most of the traditional farmers of 
KATala er© loosing about 12% of the consumer rupee mainly because 
of ttie inefficient, smd complex marketing system.
Pre-processors are present only on the channels 1# 2 and 3 
(Table 20). Their margin ranges between 1.4% to 10.9%. The 
average pre-processors margin reduces from 7.08% in channel 1 to 
2.77% in channel 3# This variation is mainly because of the fact 
that in channals 1 and 2 pre-processors margin includes the margin 
of the financier cum agent und pre harvest contractor.
The actual pre-processor's margin is given in channel 3. It 
ra.ige3 from 1.9% to 4.3% with an average of 2.77% of the consumer 
mpee* In a many cases the financier can agents and preharvest 
contractors are collection agents of the pre—processors and processing 
centres. So the ultimate pre-processor's margin is the siim of 
financier cum agents margins and pre-processors margin as given in
channel 3.
Processes are present only in channels 1,2^3 and 4 (Table 20).
In channel 1# the processors margin is higher than rest of the 
channels. This is due to the supply of raw materials at a cheaper 
rate through the financier cum agents. The processor's actual 
average margin is only 2.83% of the consumer rupee.
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Exporter's margin and Buyer's margin remains same for all the 
narketlng channels. The average exporters margin is only 6.9%
Of the consumer rupee. The foreign buyers purchase Indian prawns 
«S raw material for reprocessing and repacking. The average 
buyer's margin is about 7.6% of the consumer rupee. Rest of the 
percentage share of the c^nstuner rupee is taken by trade houses 
and super markets of the consumer markets. Advanced value added 
products IXke breaded and battered shrimp products are prepared 
vll^ thiis raw materials^ Corresponding to their advanced value 
addition the percentage of the retailers and trade houses in 
r&ngfts from 12 - 16% of the cons\imer rupee.
In the domestic marketing channels the producer's share have 
ranged between 60-9596 (Table 22) • However this share is insigni­
ficant as the domestic marketing provides only about S% of the 
total revenue of traditional shrimp farming*
It is observed that at the last two stages of the export 
marketing there is ho change in the marketing margins earned by 
Ebcporter and Buyer (Fig.17) . The cortqplexity of the marketing 
systftfB is decreasing as the product moves from the producer to the 
consumer* Exporter and Buyer are the two essential intermediaries 
applicable for all the channels* Their marketing margins remain 
constant irrespective of the source of the product and role of 
different intermediaries. In the present export marketing system 
the cultured shrimps have to pass through three essential 
Intermediaries such as processor# exporter and buyer to reach the 
ultimate Consumer* The flow of products through different 
intermediaries and price behaviour of tiger and white prawn has
been shown In Fig. 10 & 11*
In the extensive and semi-intensive farms more than 70% of the
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T A 5 L E  ; 22
Pi<o:;ucL=c's s k a k e  i n  cuii^uMzi-.
M ARKETING  FROJUCT5
i. i:; OOKiEJTIC
’ ri^H VAr.IiTY , CHyiNNEL
1
CliAriMEL : CHAKKEL 
2 ! 3
CHAirKEL CH.'..SNEL
Etrdplus I i 60 59 71 67 65
I I  55 56 69 71 8 9 ‘
M u lle t  I 7 0 63 "’0 70 87
: i  77 7 5 80 75 93
III ao 7 8 80 78 93
IV  63 64 731 68 90
Tilaplf. I 60 58 : 71 5 6 80
I I  , 54 59 1 57
i
62
1i
63
K ll 'K fish  I 
:x
70
76
66
71
75
78
67
71
65
fl3
I I I { 64
"  i
60 90
Cl £.03 I 57 61 73 73 88
11 56 50 63 50 S3
M l s c e l l . 42 33 50 40 66
av erage I 60 62 69 65 86
euXtored tiger prawns belong to 30-40 count and producers price 
r«O0«« form R5.I8O to R5.220/Kg. Cultured white prawns are mostly 
iM til* 50-60 count and producers are getting Rs.l40 to Rs.l60/Kg. 
in th« present system of aquaculture shrimp marketing tiger prawns 
fetches about Rs« 200/lCg and white prawns get about Rs. 150/Kg.
This cen be further increased if majority of the prawns belongs 
to larger size grades. in the scientific shrimp farms brown 
▼eri^tAes are entirely eliminated as it fetches only lesser revenue 
because of Its small size* The producers are getting least price 
in Channel 1 and best price in channel 5. Most of the prawn 
famars prefer to sell their products through channel 5. The 
role of financier cum Agent, preharvest contractor# Preprocessing 
agents# Peeling shed Agents has to be minimised to improve the 
marketing efficienty*
Recently under the satellite farming system prawn farmers 
of the Hellore and Guntur region market their aquaculture products 
through a processor cum exporter. Here both the producer and 
exporter are equally benefitted. The producers are getting the 
rate for each coiini of the raw material and the exports 
ax* receiving a regular supply of sufficient raw material to meet 
the foreign buyers aemand. Thus the price of shrimp depends not 
only on size, quality and species but also in an efficient marketing
system*
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MARiCETING ^FEMSE3 AtJP FrtOBLSMS
Marketing expenses are the various cost incuts utilized for the 
preservation and transportation of aquaculture products. In order to 
maintain the quality the products undergo various processing# 
treatments and packagings while it is marketed through export 
marketing systems. Due to the highly perishable nature of shrimp 
products it should be handled carefully and hygenically through out 
the marketing channels. Plastic containers are used for packing 
the J^Awmaterial for transporting from the production site to the 
processing centres. About 20-30 kg of prawns are packed in each 
container with equal qxiantity of ice and transported by trucks^  
tempos and auto-rikshas. After reaching the processing centre, the 
material is peeled and again graded into different categories based 
on count per pound. These are further processed into block frozen 
products or IQF based on the availability of the processing facilities 
These processed products are packed in carbons (1.8kg), repacked in 
master carbons (20kg) and well arranged in container. (25 tons) for 
shipment.
Table 23 shows the various marketing expenses for 1000kg of 
rawmaterial* The various marketing costs include handling, transporta­
tion# processing and export. The total marketing expense for a 
kilogram of HL airimp is found to be abbut:te. 23 per kg. In the 
marketing cost the major share goes for export charges (55%), 
followed by processing charges (32%) . Other marketing expenses 
include peeling charges (6%), ice cost (4%), packaging cost (2%), 
transportation cost (1%)•
PillA/ (1990) emphasized the need of product quality and 
presentation in efficient marketing of Aquaculture products. Packaging 
of the product is equally important in building up consumer acceptance.
The major challenge faced by the marketing agencies is from 
quality control, and hygenic handling of products. At present 
aquaculture products from the traditional ponds are available only 
for a limited season of the year. Eventhough, 85;; of the export units 
are situated in Cochin area# the contribution of shrimps from culture 
ponds are very much limited* Eventhough, many pre-processing centres 
(peeling sheds) are situated in the Ernakulam district, they are 
fully operated only for three to four months in an year. This is 
mainly because of the limited number of extensive and semi~intensive 
farms in Cochin region. The hygenic standard in nany of the peeling 
sheds can be further improved to attain better prices in the 
international market.
Another important problem faced by the vjorkers and pre-processing 
centres is that they are getting only Rs. 1.25/k^ for peeling into 
HL product, and Rs, for converting into PU2 product. The
peeling charges are remaining at a lower rate eventhough the price of 
the rawroaterial and finished products has increased many times during 
the last few years. There are about 1000 exporters handling the 
ntarine products exporting to various countries* However, only 60 
exporters belong to the A grade with a certificate of exporting the 
product directly into Japan and USA. Most of the other exporters 
are depending on these A grade exporters either directly or indirectly 
for marketing their products. Food and Drug Control Agency (FDA) of
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USA is very much strict about the quality of zhe product imported 
from India.
A general problem for the exporters of India is that still we 
are exporting our products as rawmaterial for re-processing and 
repacking. Most of these products are purchased by a foreign buyer 
and later the product is processed according to the consumer needs.
Thus infact at present India is losing substantial foreign exchange.
An individual can peel about 25 kg of prawns per day into HL 
form. However^only about 15kg of raw material per day can be converted 
into PD and PUD by a single person. ^o the total number of man days 
reqfuired to convert our present aquaculture shrimps of 45,000 ton 
works out to be about 22,50,000 mandays. According to the latest 
reports (1992) of MFEDA there are about 900 reeling sheds and on an 
average 25 persons are working in each peeling sheds. Recently 
introduction mechanised peeling has started reducing the employment 
opportunities of these fishermen.
Disposal of peeling shed wastes is another problem for the 
pre-processing centres. Each year about 50,000 tonnes of shrimp head 
waste and shells are discharged and this can be utilized either in 
the shrimp feed mills or in the chitosan industries.
Lack of infrastructural facilities, absence of mechanism to monitor 
the quality of prawns and shortage of potable water are same of the 
problems leading to the present plight of the peeling sheds. There are 
two catagories of the value addition viz- primary value addition and 
advance value addition. Considering the poor infrastructure facilities 
now available in our country, India can take advantage of the primary
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value addition. Production of advanced value added products 
requires high capital investments, technical assistance and 
financial arrangements from abroad.
Table: 23 
>URKETING EXPENSES PER IQOQ Kg PRAV/N
PARTICULERS Rate
(Rs/lOOOkg)
1. Cost of Export Charges (Cargo Freight) 12,650
2* Cost of Processing (Freezing) 7,350
3. Cost of Pre-Processing (peeling) 1,500
4. Cost of Packing 1,000
5. Cost of Transport 200
6. Cost of Chemicals 100
7. Miscellaneous Expenses 200
Total 000
Therefore Marketing Expenses Per 1 kg prawn = Rs 23.00/kg 
(Headon Raw Material)
M A R K E T II^  OF OTHER AQUACULTURE PRODUCTS
^§9y3-la serrat^). Spiny lobsters ( Eamilirua polvphaaus), 
EdibXe oyster. Pearl oysters, and giant fresh v/ater prawns are also 
cultured and marketed, at an experimental level. A complete 
marketing channel for these products could not be traced as these 
aquacultiire practices are yet to be commercialised. Marichamy 
(1992) has described the culture methods and crab fattening for 
Profitable marketing. Radhakrishnan (1993) has analysed the present 
situation of spiny lobster culture in Gujarat. The raft culture 
6f Adible oysters, and the cage culture of Pearl oysters are also 
in experimental stage. Hov/ever, these new methods of aquaculture 
are yet to be taken by the private entrepreneurs for commercial 
production. Freshwater prawns (Kacrobrachium rosenbergii) is 
another potential species for aquaculture.
After 1985 India has started the export of value added products, 
and the present market trend reflect a rapidly growing demand for 
ready to serve and ready to cook products. A sofisticated consumer 
abroad as well as the urban consumer in our country demand new 
types of value added, hygenically prepared, nutritious and attractively 
packed oroducts. Aquaculture shrimps are the best attraction for 
processing as IQF value added products. In 1992-93 India has 
exported 8587 metric tonnes of value added products fetching about 
Rs. 12,777 lakhs. The unit value of IQF shrimps has increased from 
Rs. 93/- in 1987 to Rs. ISOAg in 1992. Gopakumar (1993) has stated 
that the various factors which influence the demand of value added 
products are good expandable income, popularity of micro-wave oven 
and the general market move from deep fried towards ovanable products.
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TABI^E : 24 
LIVE CRAB EXPORT
Qi Quantity (Tons) 
Vj Value (lakhs)
1958 1989 1990 1991 1992
Thailand — - — — — 1.80
0.70
Hong Kong Q
V
— — — — 3.9
2.61
Japan Q
V
16.44
2.33
48.77
19.40
— 11.6
71,08
Malaysia Q 127.25 314.88 253.59 93.57 10.65
V 21.9" 65.30 51.54 21.18 28.22
Singapore Q 119.79 281.24 381.43 424.06 47.05
V 22.70 52.33 93.84 113.63 218.81
Total
Q 247.03 612.56 683.80 517.63 699.59
V 44.67 121.02 164.79 134.81 321.44
Unit value 
VKg
18.07 -19.75 24.09 26.04 44.66
Source MPEDA
LIVE CRAB MARKETING FROK CRAB FATTEKIKG PONDS
The live crab marketing flourished only during the last five 
years. However, in 1990, Govt of India has imposed a ban on the 
export of live crab as the mud crab (Scylla cerrata) is considered 
as an endangered species* Still various exporting units are continuing 
the export of live crabs through Madras airport to some of the 
South-East Asian Countries like Singapore, Malaysia# Japan and Hong 
kong. (Table 2U) • During 1988 India has exported about 247 tonnes 
of live crabs valuing Rs. 45 lakhs and it increased to 700 tonnes 
valueing Rs, 321 lakhs* During the last five years the unit value 
has increased during 1992 from Rs* 18/kg to Rs. 45Ag* (^ 'ig 18).
Mud Crab (Scvlla serrata) is the dominant species of live crab 
export. These are collected from the traditional ponds# inlet 
cannals, lagoons, lakes and backwaters of Kerala and Vvest Bengal.
There is a lucrative market for mud crab in countries bordering 
the Bay of Bengal region (Liong 1991). In recent years, the wild 
catch of nnid crab/green crab/mangrove crab or brown crab) is 
declining and the exporters are not getting enough product to meet 
the increasing demand. Crab culture and crab fattening are the two 
alternatives to meet the present demand of live crabs in the 
South-East Asian markets (Daisy and Lin 1991).
Crab fattening is profitable than the crab culture technique 
as it involves short duration. It is a holding operation during 
which immature crabs and newly moulted are kept in enclosures and 
fed until their gonads develop or their shell hardens. At this stage 
the flesh fills the whole mandle cavity. This best quality product 
is known as mud* The poor cfualities are named water, local, small and
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■IC 18
crao harketinc (Flov/ t:)
Crab r'attsning Producer
T
l.ocal Coihi.'.ission ..ysnt 
Vi!Lla:::* level
Hhclesals Conimission Agent 
L'is-crict level
\
Colii^ction Centre 
Zz.(xt.e level
3uyer (Singapore/Malaysia, Japan/ Hong Kong)
T A B L E .25
Price behaviour of MUU ci~ab (3cylla cerrata) 1993
Gr producer
price
Ci<s./kg)
Ccllection 
C-sntre price 
(..s -/Kq}
Singapore
Price
(R s ,/kg )
A « MVi: 550-1500 gin 135 175 260
-• / SMALL 350-550 grr-. 5 0 7S 120
- • WAT £■« 350-550 gir. 25 50 -
LOCAL 200-350 10 20 —
dead. Such crab fattening ponds are coming up along the coasts of 
Puthuvypeen/ Narackal, and Edavanakad in ^rnakulam District. Crab 
fattening is profitable because of the fast t\irn over, low operating 
cost, high survival rate, controlled canibolism, migration and good 
market demand. The nev/ly moulted crab (WATER) are discarded in the 
market and this can be converted in to top quality (MUD) just by 
holding in small pits or cannals for 4—5 weeks. Live crabs are 
marketed through the following marketing system (Table 19),
A local commission agent collects the live crabs and grade 
them into different categories based on an unscientific method of 
pressing the base of the third walking leg. The top quality MUD 
crabs are having a hard shell which can withstand the thump pressure 
whereas the v;ater quality breaks the corapace at the ventral side 
of the base of the third walking leg. This shows that water quality 
has minimum meat content inside the body cavity. A MUD quality 
product fetches Rs*155/kg# if the single specimen weighs more than 550gm 
(table 27). Small varieties of MUD gets only Rs.50/kg (350-550gm size). 
The third quality v/ATER fetches about Rs. 25/kg eventhough the 
individual weight of the specimen ranges between 350-550 gm size.
Fourth grade is the LOCAL (200-350 gm size) which has only Rs.10/kg.
The third and the fourth varieties are usually rejected from the 
export market and it reaches the domestic markets.
A district level commission agent collects the live crabs from 
various local commission agents and transport to the railway station. 
Live crabs are packed in bamboo baskets, and each basket contain 
50-60 crabs weighing about 25kg. Each individual crab is tied
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securely by attaching the chelate legs to the abdomen, to reduce the 
cannibelistic tendency. From the district level commission agents 
this bamboo baskets are send to Madras Airport to be transported to 
is Singapore and Malaysia. The state level commission agents 
(Exporter) check the quality of the product and discard the dead and 
weak specimens. Healthy MUD quality crabs can withstand the strain 
of transportation upto three to four days.. The selected top quality 
products are again repacked in fresh bamboo baskets and send to 
various South-East Asian countries on the following days flight*
The present unscientific grading of crabs into MUD and WATER 
spoils the quality and gives strain to the specimen. A better method 
of scientific grading is yet to be established in the marketing 
system of live crabs#
Spiny lobsters are cultured only along the coast of Gujarat and 
these products are purchased through local commission agents and 
various processing centres.
Pearl and Edible oyster culture are taken up in a small scale by 
R & D organisations and developmental agencies. The cultured pearls 
are mostly marketed and through various jewellary shops in the urban 
cities like Hyderabad, Bombay# Madras# Calcutta and Cochin.
The Edible oysters are marketed through‘harvest melas* and the 
oyster meat is usually taken by processing units for exports.
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SUMMARY
1, Efficient marketing along with sufficient infrastructiire facilities 
alone can ensure the speedy growth of the aquaculture Industry in 
India. About 80% of the aquaculture products are flowing in the 
export channels and rest of the 20% reaches the domestic markets.
Five export and fire domestic marketing channels v/ere analysed.
Another entirely different channel also exist for the transfer of 
inferior quality and rejected prawns from the export channels to the 
domestic markets. Tiger# white and brown prawns are the major items# 
contributing a share of about 95% of the total revenue. Pearl spot, 
mulletS/ tilapia, milkfish and small crabs are the common aquaculture 
products with high domestic demand. They contribute a share of about 
20% of the quantity and 5% of the value earned from a typical 
traditional aquaculture pond. Aquaculture shrimp products contribute 
to about 15% of the total shrimp production and 33% of the shrimp 
export.
2. In the export marketing system the marketing intermediaries were 
identified as Financier exam agents, preharvest contractors. Peeling 
shed agents. Pre-processors, Processors, Exporters and foreign buyers. 
Prominent domestic marketing intermediaries were commission agents, 
wholesalers, fisherwomen vendors, retail commission agents and 
retailers. The most efficient marketing channel for cultxired shrimps 
is through producer --^Exporter Foreign Buyer --^consumer.
3* Japan, USA and Western Europe are the major consximer markets 
of Indian aquacultiore shrimps. Japan market has a share of about 
40% of the quantity and 50% of the value of shrimps exports from 
our country. In recent years products like IQF shrimps and live 
crabs are gaining lucrative market in Western ^^ irope and South East 
Asian countries. However as Japan is offering the maximum rate# the 
export of HL shrimps to Japan market is profitable. USA is offering 
the maximum price for good quality PUD products.
4« Price of aquacultiire shrimps depend not only on size and quality 
but also an efficient marketing. The producer's price of white 
prawns ranges from Rs. 150-200/kg and for tiger prawns it ranges from 
Rs. 200-250/kg. However the production from the traditional ponds of 
Ernakulam district consists of 67% of brown prawns which fetch about 
Rs. 30-50/kg.
5. There is a wide gap between our total shrimp production and 
shrimp export. At present only about 33% of the shrimp products 
are reaching the export markets. Capture shrimp production contributes 
to about 67% of the shrimp export and rest of the quantity is supplied 
from aquaculture sector. During the 10 years our total shrimp 
production has almost doubled and aquaculture shrimp production has 
Increased three times. However in terms of quantity our shrimp 
export has increased only less than 50%. No doubt the intensive 
trawling of our coastal waters during the last few years led to the 
increase in shrimp production but the same has not fully reflected 
in our shrimp exports.
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6. Under the present system of export about 52% of the shrimp 
products are exported as PUD and PD products which fetches a lower 
unit value than the m  products. It clearly indicates that the 
catch from the marine sector is still dominated by undersized 
prawns# warranting some regulatory measures* However the best 
alternative to increase the share of HL products is though the 
aquaculture industry.
?• The producers* share in different export marketing channels 
ranged from 58% to 70%. At present many of the traditional farmers 
are loosing about 12% of the consumer rupee mainly due to the 
inefficient and complex marketing system. The average gross marketing 
margin ranged from 42 to 30% of the consumer rupee. The gross 
marketing margin was highest for tiger prawn (39%) followed by white 
(36%) and brown prawns (33%).
8 . The gross marketing margin can be further sub divided into 
Pre-processor's margin# Processor's margin. Exporter’s margin and 
foreign buyers margin. The pre-processor's margin in different 
channels ranged between 3-7%. The processors margin ranged from
3 to 5% of the consumer rupee. The exporter's and buyer's margin 
were 6.9% and 7.6% of the consumer rupee. Rest of the share of the 
consiimer rupee (12-15%) is received by supermarket agents and 
retailors in the consximer markets.
9. The total marketing expenses for a kilogramme of Headless prawn 
product is Rs. 23/kg. This includes the shipping charges (55%), 
processing charges (32%)# peeling charges (5%) and raw material 
prociirement expenses (5%). The peeling charges for a kilogramme of 
the white prawn is only Rs. 1.25/kg and Rs. 1.75/kg for PUD products.
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10* A marketing channel involving only the essential intermediaries 
such as exporter cum processor and foreign buyer is the most 
suitable marketing system for the satellite shrimp farming. Marketing 
channels of traditional prawni farming items are more complicated 
than the scientific prawn farming products. This is mainly due to 
the crucial role of non-essential intermediaries. A system of well 
organised co-operative marketing along v;ith financial assistance 
from KPEDA# 3FFDA# NABARD and state banks can enhance the producer's 
share and reduce the role of financier cum agents and money lenders.
11. The unit value of best quality mud crab ranges from Rs, 150-175/kg 
and this can be further improved through a better organised marketing 
system and scientific grading method. Crab fattening can be taken 
up as an alternative method of supplying live crabs to export 
markets like Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand and Japan. Cultiired
finfishes like pearlspot and mellets with Es. 40-50/kg command a high 
consiimer demand in the domestic markets. The coastal regions which 
are not technically suitable for shrimp farming can be utilized for 
crab fattening and finflsh culture.
12. The head and shell wastes from peeling sheds amounts to about 
about 50,000 tonnes per annum. This can be used as raw material 
for shrimp feed mills and chitin industries. Sanitary and hygenic 
conditions of the pre-processing centres and peeling sheds determines 
the ultimate quality of shrimps reaching the export market*
Consistant quality, regular supply and reasonal price are the key 
factors for the successful marketing of aquaculture products.
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A P P E N D I X  B
CENTRAL MARINE FISHERIES RESEARCH INSTITUTE POST GRADUATE 
PROGRAMI-IE IN MARICULTURE
MARKirriNG CliANNELS AND PRICE SPREAD OF AQUACULrURE PRGOJCTS
SCHEDULE I
TPr o d u c e r ;
Respondent No:
I .  ( i ) Maioe
(2 ) Address
I I .  (1 ) Area of Farm
(2) Technology of Farming : Perennial/S«asonai, /  Intensive/ 
Semi Intensire,
(3 ) Production/ha/crop
W Total inputs ; Rs*/ha.
(5) Ownership of fond : Owned/lease;
(6) Lease value ••
I I I .  '(Marketing)
( i )  Total Production/ha, 1993
(2 ) Product composition and GRADING SYSTcW
Species ,rm Rate 
- /K g .)
% Quantity
WHITE
TIGHER
aROivN
FINFISHES
CJiAB
Total Revenue
(3)
C^ )
(6 )
C7)
Place
Date
Marketing Channels
Role of Intermediaries
•i-arketing Expenses, ( I f  
any)
Financial Assistance 
( i f  any)
Remarks
Name of Investigator, 
Signature:
- Ill -
A P P E N D I X  C
CH'iTRAL MARINE FISHERIES RESEARCH i;^;yriTUTK 
POST GRADUATE PROGRA>Li-I£ IN r-'iARICULTUHE 
'■'lARltEriNG CHANNELS AND PRICci SPREAD OF AUUACULTUKE PRODUCTS
SCHj^DULE I I  
(MARKETING INTERMEDlARIi:^)
Respondent No;
C1) Name :
(.2) Address ;
O )  Role in Marketing :
EXPORT i-lARKETING DOMESTIC MARKETING
1 . Financier Cum Agent
2 . Preharvest contractor
3 . Pre-Processing centre 
k. Peeling shed Agents 
5 . Processing centre
1. Wholesaler
2. Preharvest contractor
3. Cold Storage 
U, Local Markets
5. IVorker cum Vender
2 .  (1 ) Price of Raw Material
Species
Wi’ IT L
TIGER
BKOVt'i't
Grade Rate/Kg 
(Raw-Mat­
erial )
Rate
Serai-Processed
(.2) Grading Method
EXPORT (1) HL product Grading EaDj'IESTIC (1) FIN FISHJiS
(2 ) PUD Product grading (2 ) CKAB
[Z) :*!arketin^ Channels,
(1 ) i*iarK“ ting Hbq:»enses.
(a ) Cost of Ice.
(b) Cost of Transport
(c ) Pre-Processing Charges
(Peeling charges)
Problems of Marketing 
Hyigenic and quality standards 
Financial Assistance ( I f  any) 
Remarks
- White (HL) 
Tiser (HL) 
Bfcwn (PUD)
Place
bate
Name of Investigator.
SigriaT^ r^e
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A P P E N D I X  D 
CENTRAL r-lAKINH: FISHILRIES RhSEAKCH INSTITUTE 
POST GRADUATE PROGRAmh IK MARICULTURi. 
i-lAF'^ iLTIMG CHANNtJ.3 AND PRICE SPRrAD  OF AOUACULTURL PRODUCTS 
SCHiiDULji I I I
(EXPORTER)
(1 )  Name
(2 ) Address
I I .  ( l )  Location of Exporting Unit and Type
of Proces.sing-Block/IQF
(2 ) Role in Marketing : Exporter/Processing and ESq^orting.
(3 ) Capacity of the Plant(Kg/day)
(i+) Toteil no of workers
(5 ) Sources of Aquaculture Products
(6 )  Shai*e of Aquaculture Products. (96)
(7 )  Major markets
I I I . d )  Price
: JAPAN/USA/W, Europe/Others
Quantity GRADE PURCHA5ii RATE 
(:5s/Kg)
GIF RATE CONSUMER PRIC:
Wh i te 
Tiger 
Brown
IV
(2 )  Grading Method
(a) HL Product Grading
(b) PUD Product grading
( ;0  I'tarketing Channels - Exportor/Buyer/Super darket/Consumer
tMarketing Expanses
( I )  r’rocessing Expenses if  any
(;?) Cargo charges (Shipping)
(3 )  Customs'and duty expenses
(i») Problems of marketing.
Place : 
Date :
Name of Investigator, 
Signature :
